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showers tonight and Friday with
little change In temperature.
LOCAL

THE demand for raincoat today exceeded
that of straw hats by
99.99 per cent.
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mand of Kusebio Calzado, in times of
peace general manager of the National, of Mexkso Railroad lines. Saltillo,
the objective of t the .present campaign, is a town of 3,000, situated 568
miles from Mexico City. It has an
elevation of "5,000 feet
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AMMUNITIONJSGIVING

CONSTITUTIONALIST
LEADER
SAYS UNITED STATES SHOULD
LET HIM HAVE MORE
Torreon, Mex., May 14. The mobilization of constitutionalist troops for
the campaign against Saltillo came to
a close last night when the last units
left Torreon accompanied by General Francisco Villa and staff. This
concentration brought together an
men to test the
army of 25,000
strength of the federal stronghold.
"To --establish constitutionalist government throughout Mexico we need
ammunition more ammunition than
we now have and I am willing that
the government of the United States
shall supervise the importationof it,"
said Villa in commenting upon newspaper reports purporting to Indicate
that President Wilson and other members of the American administration
would be glad to see the constitutionalists take Mexico City and' end the
present state of unrest in Mexico.
"How can we take Mexico City if
we have no ammunition?" asked Villa.
"We must get ammunition somewhere
,
after the fighting,, at Saltillo, as our
supply then will be depleted.''
Each soldier cooks his provisions
which, consist
of tortillas of corn
meal, dried beef,, beans and a little
coffee, on fires built on the car roofs
most of which, are "of corrugated iron.
Coal 'cars were .used, to transport
many of the infantry, while the field
'
guns were loaded on flat cars with
the .men crouched In the spaces under
and beneath the caissons
,
", The sanitary corps of the army, or-- .
. femjzed but a short time before the
battle" oil Torreon, consists of 45 sur- -'
geonfl," 110 trained nurses and orderlies tod more than 300 volunteer
'
sesl About 20 surgeons have gone
to the front before Saltillo, while the
'
other 8 are in, charge of hospital bases
at Chihuahua, Santa Rosalia, Parral,
Jimenez, Gomez Palacio,. Laredo and
Torreon, There are four expert pharmacists at the front and at least two
at each hospital base.
The transportation of the wounded
to Saltillo will be effected by eight
atuomoblle ambulances and 10 ordin- '
ary automobiles altered to carry the
men slightly wounded. Each.brigade
'will 'nave: Its field dressing" .station
and as, soon as possible the wounded
brought in, on stretchers will be giyeti
first aiaf and sent to the rear on spe-- .
: .
cial hospital trains running to the
" '.phases. The
sanitary corps Js under
'
the command of Surgeon Generjif Luis
.'
de la Garza Cardenas.
General Villa's forces are acctiin--'
panted by an armored train consist
ing of three cars running ahead 'of
.
the locomotive. The first car carries
several field pieces and f machine
guns, the second machine guns only
.
and the third is manned by sharp
shooters. The train, which Is protected by boiler iron, runs ahead of
"the construction trains and serves as
a protection for the track repairmen.
With the construction trains the armored train force takes the place of
the engineer corps of other armies.
These trains are under direot com
the-whee- ls
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Secretary Daniels , explained that
while Admiral Mayo had full discretionary powers to take his ships back
into the Panuco river, that he would
not land auy forces at Tamplco except in the case of the gravest emergencies, without specific orders from
the department It was explained
that he probably would place his hospital ships at the disposal of the authorities at Tamplco for the care of
the wounded, regardless of their al'
.
legiance. .'.
had felt
said
he
Secretary Daniels
all along that American Interests, including the oil properties, would be
amply protected as soon as the fighting ceased and one side or the other
was in absolute control of the situation He sala he. had not. yet received-sufficieninformation concerning the
constitutionalist victory to determine
what effect it would have on commence in Tampico, but he expressed
the hope that the port would be open
to the commerce of the world.
Oil Operations to Resume
With the transfer of Tamplco from
Mexican federalists to the constitu
tionalists, President Wilson now feels
it will be possible for the oil interests
in the Tampico district to be protect
ed. General Villa and General Car- ranza had given assurances
they
would permit the conservation of oil
Interests in the Tampico district and
have notified the American govern-nVe'of their willingness to have ex
pert civilians, return to the fields and
take charge of the flowing wells.
Thomas A. O'Donnelf of
Angel
es, director of the Mexican Petroleum
company, who was among the oil
men who called on the president yesterday, said today the leading oil com
panies have experienced men on the
boats lying off Tamplco who are In
readiness to return to the fields im' ':'fl
mediately.'
San Bias May Fall
Rear Admiral Howard reported to
the navy department today that the
Yorktown reported yesterday that it
was likely the constitutionalists would
occupy SanJ3Jaa on the west coast of
Mexico fceforev.night The navy department announced that Admiral
Howard has warned "all vessels that
all lights 'are out on the wiest coast
of Mexico. Admiral Howard reported
all quiet" at .Acapulco, Manzanlllo
and Guaymas.
.

t
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Protected by Flag They, Insulted ,
Three
Vera
z,..
Mexican gunboats loaded with, feds-- .
eral soldiers who escaped from Tamplco yesterday when the last stronghold of Provisional President Huerta
on the eastern coast, of Mexico was
taken by the constitutionalist army,
rode at anchor today under the protecting guns of Rear Admiral Mayor's
squardron of American warships off
'

if

Tamplco.

It is probable that among the fed
eral officers on the Mexican warship
is the commander whose refusal to
comply with Rear Admiral Mayor's
demand for a salute to the Stars and
Stripes in reparation for an Insult to
the
the American flag precipitated
American occupation of the port of
Vera Cruz.
(Contlinued on Page Five.)

Washington, May 14. While interest in the Mexican situation centered
here today in the capture of Tampico
by the constitutionalist forces diplomatic and state department officials
were busily engaged in completing
preliminary plans for the mediation
conference at Niagara Falls, Ont,
next week.
from
Following further reports
Rear Admiral Badger and Rear Admiral Ma vo. concerning the taking of
ma Mexican port ty tne constitutionalists, Secretary of the Navy Daniels
authorized Admiral Mayo' to return
his ships to the Panuco river. This
was deemed expedient on , account of
hurricanes that now are menacing the
smaller boats.
An important conference was expected today on the battleship Connecticut .between Admiral Mayo and
the commanders of the Mexican federal gunboats, which steamed out of
the Panuco river into the harbor yesterday following the evacuation of the
city by Huerta's forces. The conference" was arranged for yesterday, but
could not be held on account of heavy
seas.
It was reported here today an understanding, had been reached between United States officials and
constitutionalist leaders whereby all
the operatives of the various oil wells
around Tamplco could resume work
at once under a guaranty of protection from the constitutionalist generals. If-- 'rs.
were
Si'epartment offlc forstilldefinite
waiting with some anxiety
word fn$n Vice Consul Silllman. who
had been1, imprisoned at Saltillo. Nothing has been heard officially In 8iiHman's case since the 'Brazilian mlnf
inter reported orders for his release
had been telegraphed by the Mexican
authorities at Mexico City to the pro
per ofgcials at Saltillo.
Officials said no further representa
tions had been received from General
Huerta regarding the Lobos island in'
'
cident
-
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MONTHS REQUIRED
GRAND JURY TO PROBE
INTO SITUATION

:

.
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BODY HE WANTED

JUL
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AO

D.
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New York, May 14. "Bald, Jack"
Denver, Muy 14. When the general
York,. May 14. John Burke,
oiid his fellow conspirators, courtniartiaL which is trying Major
of
Rose
former manager
the commissary
department of the Panama canal zone, "Bridgie" Webber, occupied the wit- l"atriek J. Hamrock on charges of
was indicted by the federal grand ness stand during the forenoon ses- arson, murder, manslaughter and lar
Jury here' today for conspiracy to de sion today at the second trial of ceny, in connection with the Ludlow

v-

GENERAL SALAZAR IS

JURY

MEXICAN FEDERAL COMMANDER
REMAIN
HOWEVER, .Wt,L

PRICKER

N
v 34
)i neral
Jose Inez Kalazar. ofi the Mexican federal army, alleged to have ordered the
death, of Tom Fountain, an American,
at Parral, Mexico, after a warning
from Washington, was acquitted this
morning by a jury In the federal court
of the charge of conspiracy to smuggle ammunition across the border into
Mexico" near Columbus, N, M.
While Salazar escapes a maximum
sentence of two years in the peni
tentiary,'1 lie is still a prisoner, and
leaves today in charge of a military
detail to rejoin his comrades in the
interne 'iamp at Fort Wingate, N. M.
While it was believed the government had! a clear case, the straightforward tory told by Salazar carried
convlctioji to the jury and it decided
the evidence failed- to show conclusively hta connection, .jfcith. the alleged

smusgllng.Yn

attempted

.

131

-

More TroQps for Wingate
Texas, May 14. Five com-

Pa),

Charles Becker for the murder of
Herman Rosenthal.
The state called Rose in
examination, reinforcing parts of his
story that the defense had attacked
yesterday. When he left the stand it
was the general opinion that his nar
rative in the main had not been
shaken.
Webber was then called by the pro
secution to tell of the part he played
in the murder plot and of the gather- lug of the four gunmen, now all dead,
at his jioker rooms.
Miss Nona McAdoo, daughter of the
secretary of the treasury, was a spec
tator at the trial today.

NO MORE TIPS
Ottawa, Ontario, May. 14. The bill
making tipping and the taking of tips
au inictable offense has passed the
sf ii&te committee of the whole prac-fruity
Ike bill
was introduced some time a?o by
Senator Davis, a westerner, and at
first excited much ridieuli. Then
suddenly a 'widespread demand for
the. passage of the bill sprang up,
with the result that It has been rushed
through the committee, which means
that it will pass ttoe senate and
sent to the house committee for concurrence. The bill makes it an offense punishable by a fine of $100 to
give or take a tip, and makes the em
ployer equally liable to the fine.'

P. DIVIDEND CUT
New York. May 14. There was not
a .quorum present today at the meeting of Union Pacific directors called
A
tovact on the common dividend.
meeting will be held later, at which
U.

the quarterly dividend rate Is to be
to two per
cut from two and one-hal- f
- time
someago
forecast
move
a
cent,
when the nronoeed but bonus to the
common stockholders was announced.

panies of the Twentieth United State
infantry departed nearly .today for
Fort WlBg)te..IP M:, where 4,WW MexCAREFUL
ican federal prisoners are confined. COURT
The two troops of the Twelfth cavalry
now at Fort Wingate. will go tjttie
Colorado strike fields, it is said. , fTbe
..jcfdo&j
dispatch of the five companies,
'
Port THOSE WHO" DECLARE REDUC- will Increase the guard force
TlftNft nAllftT PRnDlir.E AM bin
Wingate to eight companies of nfaai
PLE PROOFS FOR JUDGE j r
try.' There have been recent rumors
in El Paso of plana by the federals
J
..
.
for escape,
After a hearing before Judge David
David J. Lealix,' yesterday afternoon
O. U Gregory and Julia Gregory, his
HUNGARIANS TO FIGHT
wife, -- were granted a reduction in
Count
14.
"mis for" 1913. The Gregory
.their
Hungary,
May
Budapest,
Germany . is Suspicious
pre- hearing was conducted viti, thorough
Stephan Tieza, the Hungarian
norlin. Mav 14. The United States mier, today challenged to a duel ness and was a good example of the
was today accused of planning to ac Stephan Rakovaki,; a fellow commit procedure which Judge Leahy ref
in qui nee before allowing tax reductions
quire territory in Mexico by Dr. Peer teeman, after a lively altercation
Rnahn. leader of the clerical party, a committee room oi tne Hungarian to be made. When It is recalled ma
'
once there' are something over 200 such
during a debate in the imperial par parliament. Seconds were at
cases yet to bo heard, one can realize
followed
the
reading
which
;.p
liament
appointed.
the immense amount of labor put
of a communication from Gottlieb von
United
the court and district attorney.
minister.
of
the
upon
that the government
Jagow the German foreign
"The incidents in Mexico prove that States,' with whichl the German gov The latter official is obliged, to han
the United States is trying to extend eminent continued to have the be3t dle the- filing of the petitions, after
her borders to the south," said Dr. relatione, had decided to accept the the .complainta, properly made out,'
are given him by the taxpayers.
Spahm "Distrust of the United States preferred mediation.
In the Gregory hearing John H.
Doctrine
Monroe
has been augmented through her de
Opposes
and William Shillinglaw, who
said
York
.
American
"All fh European Powers,"
repub
mand on' the South
are
considered
domiexperts, were asked to
radical
a
member,
the
from
themselves
Gothein,
to
free
lic
George
to
their
the
as
opinion of the value
testify
nation of European capital so that "have an interest In seeing that
at
the time the ap
out
of
of
not
the
make,
property
does
enter
trusts
American
United States
may
the North
Mexico a second Cuba. We must de- praisement was made, basing their
them undisturbed."
amount they be
Only brief reference was made to mand the open door there; tbo, for reply upon what
if
the Mexican situation, however, by Mexico's resources are very j great lieved the property would bring
were
- sold.
takea
TheiextenThe
a
of
proceedings
future..
big
the foreign minister In his survey
and promise
e
iw uubi- - carefully by a stenographer and will
Germany's foreign relations. He said sion' of the Monroe cocu-iuhecorne part of the record of the case
the German government was gratified nees' interests ia very dangerjs."
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EXCELLENT

.

TO FEDERAL
IS SIMILAR
BY HIS TESTIMONY
TROOPS SAY THEY INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMIS
SION 18 PLEA8ED WITH WAY
WILL NOT BE ALLOWED IN
THAT OF HIS COMPANION;
i
HE "COME ACROSS"
DEALS WITH PLOT
TRINIDAD DISTRICT

'

,

Mex-vMa-

THREE

N

'

SOLDIER'S
I

1

fraud and for other alleged offenses.
He was dismissed some time ago.
Indiotmente were also returned
three provision dealers at
against
ARE
GERMANS
WORRYING
Colon, Panama. - At the time of
Burke's removal it was alleged that
SOME OF THEM THINK AMERICA he had accepted gratuities from the
His case has
dealers in supplies.
IS AFTER A SLICE OF MEX-ICAbeen
under
investigation
by the grand
TERRITORY
lury here for three months.

.

FACT, PRESIDENNT MELLEM
WOULD HAVE DEALT WITH
THE EVIL ONE

ALSOJTANDS PAT STRIKEBREAKERS ARE BARRED MAKES

'

tion.

IN

AT COURTMARTIAL
DEFENSE OF LIEUTENANT TESTIMONY
IS TO EFFECT THAT THEY
CAUSED TROUBLE

BECKER IS UNABLE TO SHAKE
THE" RECITAL- - '

i

AN INTERESTED

-

:

LS0

THE

LOCATED AT IT IS A RECITAL OF THE EVENTS RIFLED THE POCKETS AND CUT HE DID NOT CARE PARTICULARLY
1THREE DEALERS
THE FACE IN AN INHUMAN
LEADING UP TO KILLINGOF
COLON ALLEGED TO HAVE
HOW HE GOT IT FOR THE
FURNISHED REBATES. .fr:
NEW HAVEN LINES
; J ROSENTHAL
MANNER, SAYS OFFICER

Tampfcof has Fallen
Washington, May 14. Further ob
'
flrmation of the fall of. Tampico Into
"
Jt
,
if
RESUMPTION OF OIL INDUSTRIES the hands of the constitutionalists UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT
was received at the navy department
AT MEXICAN COAST PORT
IS WATCHING DECLINE OF 4
today in a message from Admiral
IS ASSURED
;
HUERTA'S POWER
Admiral
Mayo, transmitted through.
This report says the MexBadger.
ican federal gunboat Vera Cruz still
REBEL ARMY HAS 25,000 MtN
WAITING FORJHE CONFERENCE
is up the river at the railway bridge.
Secretary Daniels has given Rear
ASSAULT UPON FEDERAL STRONG-HOL- Admiral Mayo
full power to send TROOPS ARE NOT ADVANCED
American warships back up Panuco
BE DECISIVE
WILL
WHILE MEDIATION PROGRAM
river to Tampico if in his judgment
BATTLE OF THE WAR
IS GOING FORWARD
conditions should warrant such aci;

WOULD HAVE NOT

THE LUDLOW

MERCHANTS

.

SALTiLLQ

MINERS OPENED

STUMBLING

FORMER MANAGER OF PANAMA
COMMISSARY DEPARTMENT.;
HELD FOR TRIAL V

WASHINGTON NOW

A

STORY

"

FOR GRAFTING

FIGHTING WITH HIS BACK TO A WALL
AND HIS DOWNFALL SOON IS CERTAIN

IN QIC! ED ROSE'S

,

i

;

HEMMED IN BY ENEMIES. HOEKTA

CITY EDITION

',

'

battle and fire April 20, convened today Lieutenant R. W. Benedict, battalion adjutant, was recalled. Questioned as to the number of mlliatia-nieat Ludlow end Cedar Hill he introduced the official roll calls.
These showed on April. 6 a tofal
of seven officers and 37 men, including members of the hosiptal corps
and other
and April
21 a total of 1C6 officers and men.
Strikers Fired First
Lieutenant Gary 9, Lawrence testified that Major Hanifock ordered his
detachment to take and. hold a position on the extreme right flank of
the militia at Ludlow battle and not
to fire unless attacked by the strikers. He. told of the killing of Private
A. Martin and the wounding of Pri
vate Iotiis Purcelle. The militia
right wing, he said, was driven back
early in tlii day and not until 6
olo'ttha. evening :.we re. the ,men
under Lieutenant M. C. Bifrelow and
K. E.'Linderfult and himself able to
drive the strikers from their positions
In the Colorado & Southwestern rail
road cut.
Body Was Mutilated
Lawrence testified that for several
hours strikers occupied ground where
Martin's body lay, that by repeated
rushes the militia retook the position
and found the body badly mutilated).
He said a cartridge clip from a German automatic gun was lying beside
the body; that the first aid bandage
which bound the wound had been cut
off, the face mutilated holes found
through tne mouth and body and his
'
pockets rifled.
No reply from United Mine Workers officials to the communication'iTi- viting them to produce witnesses had
been received at the court today. A
statement issued by John R. Lawson
and John McLennan for the strikers
said they would produce no witnesses
and chargied the militia with having
held etrikers "incommunicado," ad
ministered the third degree on prisoners. Juggled the habeas corpus, burn
ed the Ludlow, tent colony and murdered Louie Tikas.
n

of
Washington, May 14. Detail
financial methods of the Nw Haven
railroad in the acquisition of BubsidK
aries, particularly the New York,
Westchester & Boston, were disclosed to the interstate commerce commission today by Charles S. Melton,
former president of the New Haven.
Mr. Mellen, with apparent
frankness, told of his negotiations witl
former Inspector Thomas F. Byrnes-oNew York for the exchange of 8,
000 New Haven shares for 24,000-shareof Westchester stock, because
he thought that Byrnes had influence
with people whom "it 'was necessary
to reach." Mr. Mellen bluntly said
he would have been willing to deal
with the "devil or anybody else" in.
the transaction.
s

ANOTHER DIVIDEND PAID
14. The travelinsr
auditor's office has been
Informed
that Receiver B. G. Randall of th
State Savings Bank at Taos has paid
creditors another 30 per cent, makinr
a total of 66 per 'cent thus far paid
creditors. The payment of this dividend nad been delayed by a claim of
$1,000 attorney'a fees by A. C. Voor?
hees of Raton, which claim was rejected by District Judge T. D. Leib
who held that it was not properly
payable out of the State Savings-ban-

Santa Fe, May

assets.

-

1
TODAY

IN CONGRESS
1

I

Washington, May

14.

Senate: Met

at noon.
Senator

Chlltoii5 spoke to favor of
repeal of Panama canal tolls exemption.
House: ' Met at noon.
bill do
Diplomalio appropriation
bate reeumedL

THE "MOP" HOPEFUL
May 14. Confidence that
the Missouri Pacific railroad wouia
meet its difficulties by extending its
$25,000,000 note issue, due June 1, for
another year, was expressed by B. F.
Bush, president of the road, when lie
arrived here today from New. ,Yorfc
where he. had been consulting", witlk
bankers regarding the finances of the
No New Miners Admitted
road. The note holders, he said.
''
would agree to the extension , for on
Colo?
May 14. Colonel
Trinidad,
James Lockett, commanding the fed year if $3,000,000 additional collateral
eral forces lri( Colorado, today sent is furnished.
notices to mrreei'otfners that the im
MORE QUAKES IN SICILY
portation of miners into the strike
"
Catania, Sicily, .May Qi4. Earth
district would not be agregjItSe to the
government .The order' issued Jiy quake shocks continued, throughout
Colonel Lockett follows:
the night and ".early . today, wb.a
'Attention has been called to ad Mount Aetna was still .active, Gal
vertisements- - appearing in Colorado Insignificant damage - was reported.
newspaper for " laborers to go into
the mines in the disturbed "districts. the above views of the war depart- meet."
In view of the situation In these
Reports from the various militaryit Is the judgment of the comthe
last
showed
that
yesterday
manding officer, concurred In by the camps
secretary of war, that It is inadvis of the time limit for the voluntary
able under existing circumstances to surrender of arms, about 150 rifles,
bring into the districts this new le- shotguns and revolvers were turned
over to the troops. In ftddition the
nient at the present time. '
"Our first duty Is to enforce obedi Rockj Mountain Fuel company sur
ence to the law and to restore condi rendered the machine guns wblA
tions of peace and good order. In do were used In the battle of April 9.
ing this we are not justified in en About 2,500 rounds of ammunitionnumbc-rcouraging the coming into the dis also was secured. Tlje total
trict of number? of new men while of guns turned in since the Unite
the district is still suffering from the States regulars first took control ot
effects of the fiery passions which the strike begins la about 3,200.
Colonel Lockett eaid today that the
have been aroused by the conflicts
future action cf the army author! ilea
that so long prevailed therein.
"If you have inserted any such ad would depend upon developments. No
vertisements In the newspapers-- your decision baa been reached, he easV
attention Is respectfully invited to to make any search for arms.
li
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candidates, and no democrat or progressives. It la expected the democrats and progressives win fill out
their tickets by writing In the namos
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While the prees quoted in this ad are extremely low, the quality l up to the usual
wald standard.. W would not sell you Inferior merchandise at any price.

&.j$osenm&6 Son
South

For a Torpid Liver
"I have used Chamberlain's Tablets
off and on for the past six years when-

GOVpR

ever my liver shows signs of being
in a disordered condition. They have
always acted quickly and given me the
F. H
Mrs.
PRIMARIES IN OREGON TO BE desired relief," writes
N. Y. For sale
Springvllle.
Trubus,
EXCITING BECAUSE OF NUMby all dealers. Adv.
BER OF ASPIRANTS

SidalV

Pay Day Specials

Sale Begins May

and Lasts Until flay 23

15

Portland. Ore., May 14. With more NEW MEXICO PASSION
250 names on the ballot, the
men and women of Oregon will face
PLAY TO BEfSTAGED
something of a task when they step
We have made some extreme price concessions
tomorrow
to
Into the voting booths
for
this sale on items you need every day. Check
make their selections of candidates to
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY WILL
Items you need In this ad and bring it with
off
the
be voted for in the election next fall
GIVE "LOS PASTORES IN
to the sale you will not find a single article
yon
The primaries will decide the nominSANTA FE
ations of he- democratic, republican
misrepresented.
and progressive parties of candidates
Mrs.
I.
H.
14.
Santa
May
Rapp,
Now is the time to buy your
for United States senator, representa- chairmanFe,
of the committee on folklore
naof
members
the
in
and
$20 suits are
tives
line
of
$15
Our
congress,
a new suit you can save
boy
taof the Archaeological society, has
tional committees, governor, state
strictly dependable, backed by this
ken charge of the rendition of Los
just halt All styles and fabrics
treasurer, justices of the supreme
suit
this
"We
Mexico's
Passion
guarantee
New
guarantee,
Play,
Pastores,
are in this sale
court attorney-general- ,
superintendent for
summer sessions in August of
service
the
and
wool
all
to
be
good
give
state
of public instruction,
engineer,
Norfolks, etc. A few of the
New Mexico Institute of Science
or a new one free." We have a varicommissioner of labor statistics and the
suits
have r.
J. pair of
director
musical
and Education. Her
worst-ers- ,
of
serges,
ed
fabrics,
Inspector pf factories and workshops, will be Miss
showing
pants.
McFIe and she
.Mary
railroad commissioner, superintendmixtures, etc., and all the new
Tie assisted by Jose D. Sena, Anent of water divisions, circuit court will
and wanted shades. These suits are
Here are the prices:
tonio Lucero and others who are deJudges and members of the legislature. scendants of the
all
the
and
tailored
conqulstadores.
well
represent
There are 15 candidates out for the
$2.50 Suits $1.25
Business continues to grow in our grocery
The play will be given in a reverstyle possible in any priced clothing.
governorship, the largest number seek- ent
reason
Is
the
the
greater
perhaps
$3.00 Suits $1.50
department
spirit, in accordance with, the olding any office in the state. Of these est texts in
values we offer. During this sale we have
Mrs. Rapp
of
$4.00
Suits $2.00
possession
"eight are republicans, five are demo
made up a regular family assortment. Figure
and the Archaeological society and Its
$5.00
Suits $2.50
With
are
two
crats and
progressives.
it up and see if we don't save you 20 or 25
rendition is to be made an annual af
$12.50
$6.00
Suits $3.00
the exception of the governorship the
per cent
like the Passion Play at
inna i g j'
contests all along the line are confln-e- d fair just
Those participating
largely to the republicans. For are to be selected from
tie young
on
the ticket
nearly all of the places
women who have been
the democratic and progressiva candi- men and young festival seasons
1-- 3
Em- at
among
dates are unopposed for the nomina- rendering it
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norship are John Manning, Colonel Europe.
Mrs. N, B. Laughlin has consented
Hubert A. Miller and G. A. Cobb, all of
on
Portland: Dr. C. J. Smith, of Pendle to give her illustrated lecture
Passion
and
the
Play
ton, and A. S. Bennett, of The Dalles
Dreson some evening
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summer
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of
the
preceding
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1 had headaches and duct
Spanish classes. J. H. Crist will
could not est, and the deliver his lecture on "Miltonic
Man,"
doctor claimed I had
McFIe
female trouble and and Shakespeare. Miss Mary
must have an opera- - will have charge of the chorus work
risk of life. Discoveries there made real Painted Desert in the northern education has adopted the new his- the fourth level of the mine, kicked
I read in the and other music assisted by the WORK ON PAINTED
will form an interesting part of the part of Arizona
tory and civics by Dr. Frank H. H. down a timber prop and brought down
&? K Paf1, about Lydia abundant talent which Santa Fe posI'
of the SmithRoberts which will soon be from the upon the plaintiff a fall of rock that
exhibit
comprehensive
'E. Pinkham's Vege- sesses. There wilL of course, be regA Stubborn Cough Is Wearing and
sonian institute, illustrating the propress. This In addition to TwitchelTs knocked out three of his teeth, Intable Compound and I have taken it and ular instructors in Various
public
This important
monumental history of New Mexico jured his right hip so that his right
Risky
feel fine. A lady said one day, 'Oh, 1
DESERT IS BEGUN gress of civilization.
Letting a stubborn cough "hang on" and B. M. Read'B historical works as
exfeel so tired all the time and have head- schools branches and science, In ad
feature of the Panama-Californi- a
of an inch,
leg is now seven-eighth-s
the
in
spring is risky. Foley's Honey
ache.' I said, 'Take Lydia E. Pink-ha- dition to social events, a notable loan
position will be housed in the ethno- and Tar Compound heals raw inflam- well as the work of the school of too short and inflicted other eerloua
s Vegetable Compound," and she art exhibition, educational conferenat the west entrance ed surfaces la the throat and bron- American Archaeology to spread in- injuries. ,
did and feels fine now." Mrs. M. R. ces, conventions of various kinds, so NEW MEXICO INDIANS WILL GO logical bulling,
chial tubes makes sore, weak spots terest in the annals of the state, have
the
of
grounds.
Karschnick. 1438 N. Paulina Street, that during the entire month of Augsound and whole stops stubborn, resulted in New Mexico
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Vegetable Compound relieved me of First, grade teachers
San
May
Diego,
attending will be
state's history.
pains in my side that T hnA fn- STATE'S HISTORY STUDIED
In Qnlnry for the launching of the
been started on the "Painted Desert", a small group of braves from the San
and which doctors' medicines failed to given institute credit
Santa Fe, May 14. Never before
Atchi- Indefonso pueblo, on the Rio Grande,
exhibit
of
the
the
steamthip Atlantic, which is being
spectacular
relieve. It has certainly saved me from
COAL COMPANY SUED
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you by a personal letter to any woman
Everybody
in the same condition." Mrs. J. W.
Everywhere people are taking Foley ings the life of several of the Indian the work of grading. The extent of of New Mexico as the past few in the district court today by John to points on the Pacific coast by way
Kidney Pills, and are so satisfied they tribes of the southwest The staking this work may be realized when the yeras. More than 600 copies of Prin- Boyd vs. the Albuquerque and Cer-rill- of the Panama canal. The Atlantic
fcHERER, 126 Lass St., Dayton, Ohio.
urge others to take them also. A. T.
Coal company for $25,000 dam- will bo the first of (the new ships for
xr yon want
advice Kelly, Mcintosh, Ala; says: "I rec- out of the exhibit is being done un- plans are examined, showing a high ce's new school history used in the
special
write to Lydia E. Pinkhaim Med-idin- ommend them to all who suffer from der direction of Jesse L. Nusbaum, artificial mesa extending the length public schools for supplemental read- ages for injuries sustained on June 3, this line The second new shin for
Co. (conSuontial) Lynn kidney troubles and backache, for they who was in the party which a year of the. reservation. To the east ing have been sold according to the 1913, when, according to the. com- the service, the Pacific, Is also being
are fine." Best thing you can take
in acquiring ethnological data, will be the exhibit of the pueblo department of education. B. M. plaint, a tramcar, because of the neg- built at the Fore River yards and will
Mass. Your letter will be
for backache, weak back and rheuma- ago,
read and answered by a woman, tism. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross explored deep in the almost unknown tribes. The whole rock formation Read's new school history is also ligence of the defendant and two of be ready for launching within another
wilds of Central America at grave will be copied closely after that of the finding favor while the state board of its employes, Jumped the track at month.
and held in strict eon S" 4c nee.
Drug Store. Adv.,
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of other pursuits and professions, together with hundreds of others who
have won wealth and Independence as
Ccir.ing
tillers of the solL
Several American states have elaborate exhibits in the national exhibition which is about to open here and
an Iowa band is to be given the honor of heading the' great patriotic procession which is to usher in the centennial festivities next Sunday. In
the lavish decorations with which the
city is now being adorned the Stars
and Stripes and the bunting of red,
In a little book designed tor expectant white and blue are to be seen everymore complete instruction to where intertwined with the national
mother
given In the use of "Mother's Friend."
Tola is an external embrocation applied colors of Norway.
to the abdominal muscles for the purpose
of reducing; the strain on ligaments, cords
Feel Dull and Slugglshf Start Your
and tendons.
Liver to Working
In thus bringing relief and avoiding
It It beats all how quickly Foley
pain great good is accomplished.
serves to ease the mind, indirectly has a
Tablets liven your liver, overmost beneficial effect upon the nervous come
make you feel
constipation
system and thousands of women have
delightedly told bow they were free of lively and active again. J. L.
nausea, had no morning sickness and
Ft. Worth, Texas, says: "My
went through the ordeal with most re- disagreeable symptoms were entirely
success.
markable
"Mother's Friend" has removed
by the thorough cleansing
been growing In popular favor for more
gave me."
than forty years. In almost every com- Foley Cathartic Tablets
munity are grandmothers who used it They're a wonder. O. O. Schaefer
themselves, their daughters have used it and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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EXHIBIT
IN

NEW MEXICO BUILDING AT
SAN DIEGO IT WILL SHOW
MARKETING OF TIMBER

Santa Fe, May

Two model of

14.

how the government sells Its timber
will be part of the forestry exhibit
In the New Mexico building at the
San Diego exposition In 1915. The
forestry service will pay the expenses

of the exhibit which has been procured through the efforts of the New
Mexico board of exposition managers
of such forestry
and the
officials as A. C. Ringland of Albuquerque and Don P. Johnson of Santa
Fe.
These models will represent an
acre of western, yellow pine land in
a New Mexico forest before and after
logging.
In the model showing the stand before the lumberman goes into It, the
trees range from those only a few
years old to large,
Individuals more than ready
for the ax,
In the second model the mature
trees and all others larger than a certain diameter have been cut down
and made Into logs and cordwood. In
this, as in all government sales, the
etumps are cut low to avoid unnecessary waste, logs are taken to a small
diameter well up into the trees, and
such material as Is not fit for lumber
Is converted Into cordwood. Togeth-r- ,
the models show the care which
the government requires of lumbermen In felling old trees so that the
young growth 1 not Injured. The
brush is piled In heaps for burning
after the lumber has been removed,
In order that the fire menace which
foresters say usually follows lumbering may be done away with. The
models are on a scale of about one
Inch to five feet, so that trees approximately 100 feet tall are about 20
Inches high In the models.
It Is the intention of the forest service to have these models set forth
certain points In regard to the timber
sales conducted by the government
They will demonstrate, in the first
place, that the timber on the national
forests i for use; placards tell how
it is sold to the highest bidder when
it is wanted for commercial purposes,
and how it may be given away to local
ettlers and prospectors for developing homesteads or, mines. The models
themselves indicate that the timber is
cut in such a way as to eliminate all
avoidable waste of wood and to secure a continuance of the forest crop,
not only for. timber production but
for the protection of the soil. They
further show, the fundamental principles applicable to many logging operations, that the mature and overmature trees should be removed, that
thriftily growing young trees should
he left to produce seed and insure
a reproduction of the stand, and that
the young growth should be protected from damage in lumbering operations.
The models are to be supplemented
by a graphic chart, which shows by
picture piles of money and by conventional trees of graded size the Increase of timber sales on the national
forests' from 1903 to 1913 Inclusive.
In 1905 the timber sold from the national forests aggregated
$85,000.
Three years later the amount of timber sold 'ncreased to nearly 390,000,- -

y

and they certainly must know what a
blessing It Is when they recommend it
so warmw. Strictly nn external application
It has no other effect than to ease tha
muscles, cords, tendons and ligaments
involved hence Is perfectly safe to use by
all women. It Is used very successfully
to prevent caking of breasts.
"Mother's Friend" Is prepared lu the
laboratory of Bradfleld Regulator Co.,
404 Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Ga,

New Mexico Museum today' and marveled at the beauty of the exhibits

Frank Springer,

FOOT-EAS-

and the remarkable restoration, of the
state's greatest historic landmark, the
Palace of the Governors which 30
years ago was in a dilapidated and
shameful condition. Other visitors
who registered were Mrs. Lee A.
Phillips of Los Angeles, Mrs. M. M.
S. McKowen and) IE. C MoKowen,
ColJr., of Las Vegas; Alvln C. Ash,
Chlco,
B.
N- M.; W.
Stevens,
umbus,
Pueblo,
N. M.; T. W. Townsend,
Colo.; D. K. Colyer, Lawtonv Okla.;
Mr. and Mrs. Bagwell and child, East
Las Vegas; Wallace G. Nye, Pittsburgh; Esequiel Cortez, Chattanooga;
O. W. Edwards and N. G. Edwards,
New York City; Jerome Hesse, Pena
Portland;
Blanca; Frank Swoboda,
Miss Susie J. Martinez, L. L. Hall,
Hall, Colonel Demetrio Ponce, El PaAlso; and Mrs. Wallace Hesselden,
buquerque.
Relieves Bladder Distress and
Weaknes
Irregular, painful bladder weaknesses
disappear when the kidneys are strong
and healthfully active. Take Foley
scald
Kdiney Pills for that burning, acuuu-heavsensation-irregulapainiui
ing
sore feeling and bladder distress. You will like their tonic restorative effect the relief from pain
Contain no
quick, good results.
harmful drugs. Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

y,

r,

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
Into the shoes. If you want rest and
comfort for tired, aching, swollen,
sweating feet, use Allen FootEase. It
relieves corns and bunions of all pain
and prevents blisters, sore and callous spots. Just the thing for Dancing Parties, Patent Leather Shoes, and
for Breaking in New Shoes. It is the
greatest comfort discovery of the age.
Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25c.
For
Don't accept any substitute.
FREE trial package, address Allen S.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
of

Americana have been included in the
boatloads of visitors who have landed in Christiana the past week or ten
days in anticipation of the opening of
the great celebration in honor of the
centennial of Norway's independence
of Denmark. The largest delegations
of those American visitors, whose
years of residence in the western
world have never destroyed their love
for the mother land, come from Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois,
Iowa, Nebraska, the Dakotas and the
western provinces of Canada. Includmered among them are bankers,
chants, clergymen, educators and men
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DICTAPHONE IN SANTA FE
Santa Fe, May 14. Iu the state
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Santa Fe, May
Attorneys Guy
A. Reed of Carlsbad and Robert C.
Dow of Roswell, won a decided victory In the supreme court today, when
In an opinion by Supreme Court Justice R. H. Hanna the lower court was
reversed in the case of the State of
New Mexico vs. Antonio Valencia,
who was convicted of murder in the
first degree In the district court for
Eddy county. Valencia was indicted,
tried and convicted of having killed
Simon Rodriguez, and was sentenced
to hang. This reversal Is the second
in two days giving another chance to
a man sentenced to the gallows.
A new trial Is ordered in the Valencia case and the syllabus says:
"Dying declarations, being in their
nature secondary evidence and subject to many infirmities, are not ordinarily entitled to the same weight or
credence as living witnesses under
oath and subject to
the question of weight being one for
the, jury, and, it is error to instruct
the Jury that such evidence Is of no
more weight than If the deceased was
present and testttying, because such
Instruction is calculated to lead the
Jury to consider that dying declarations are entitled to the same weight
as the testimony of living witnesses."
Assistant Attorney General Harry S.
Clancy appeared for the state.

"

Sick Headache
Mrs. A. L. Luckle, East Rochester,

su-

N. Y., was a victim of sick headache

and despondency, caused by a badly
weakened and debilitated condition of
her stomach, when she began taking
Chamberlain's Tablets. She says, "I
found them pleasant to take, also mild
and effective. In a few weeks' time
I was restored to my former good
health." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
BARRY CEREMONIES ELABORATE
Washington, May 14. Shrouded in
canvas, the bronze statue of Commodore John. Barry, who has been called
the "father of the American navy,"

stands on ita pedestal in Franklin
Park ready fof the unveiling ceremonies of next Saturday. Commodore
Barry was a native of Ireland and the
atunveiling of the statue is to be
tended by large delegations of Irish
societies in many of the large cities
of tha country. The program for the
entertainment of these visitors will
extend over two days. It will begin
tomorrow morning with a pilgrimage
to Mount Vernon to visit the tomb of
George Washington and will conclude
with a banquet Saturday night. Numerous state governors and other public
officials of Irish descent have signified their intention to attend the un-

President.
Vtoe President
Treasurer

IS HELD

-

Santa Fe, May 14. United States
Commissioner Melvin
T. Dunleavy,
yesterday held Vlctoriano Gachlpln,
the Jemez Indian, who shot Pascual
Toya, another Jemez Indian in the
leg last Friday while out rabbit bunk
Ing, Toya dying two days later from
blood poisoning caused by the wound,
for a preliminary investigation on May
25 at 10 a. m., at Santa Fe, to determine whether the shooting was
accidental, as Gachlpln asserts, or
was Intentional. Gachlpln was placed in the custody of Superintendent
F. Coggeshall of the United States
Indian and industrial school.
OLD RUINS FOUND

Santa Fe, May 14. A remarkable
story of prehistoric ruins around a
dried-ulake bed In the most southwestern corner of New Mexico, near
the Penloncillo range in Grant county, was brought to Santa Fe today by
Alvin C. Ash of Columbus,
Luna
county, who catae here to testify in
the Salazar trial. Ash has been riding the 'border for years and visited
these ruins in a most isolated portion
of the state.
According to his description they are of a most interesting type and may yield rich archaeological finds when systematically and
scientifically excavate J,
p
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CONFESSION

Hopes Her Statement, Made Public,
wQI Help Other Women.

CAMERON 81 YEARS OLD
Mlddietown,
Pa., May 14. Don
DON

years a member of

an your case and
book. "Horn
Iraauaeal for Woman." aanl la plain wrapper. NCU0

MAKE KNOWN WHAT
DAY YOU

DESIRE

BOARD OF EXPOSITION
MANAG
ERS WISHES TO PLEASES AS
MANY AS POSSIBLE

Santa Fe, May 14. New Mexico
exposi
Day at the Panama-Californi- a
tion at San Diego in 1915, is to be
the greatest publicity day in the history of the state.
It is to see the greatest concourse
of New Mexicans that has ever gath
ered on California soil.
It will witness the culmination of
the finest exhibit of the states' great- ness and achievements ever, made,
What day would be most Convenient
to you
What day should it be?
Should it commemorate some great
event in New Mexico history?
The New Mexico exposition manag
ers ask you to assist in selecting the
date through a newspaper referen
,

-

y

TO DISCUSS PROBLEMS
Charlotte, N. C.,' May 14. Mayors

Dull Feeling Swollen Hands and Feet
Due to Kidney Trouble

sttm-nlati-

Cameron, for
the United States senate and for a
short time secretary of war in Presi
dent Grant's cabinet, celebrated his
to
eighty-firs- t
birthday anniversary
day. Mr. Cameron is la good health
and still able to give personal atten
tion to his large financial, mining and
interests.
For some
manufacturing
years he has taken no active part In
dum.
politics.
Write your local 'paper the date
you
prefer, or write the headquarters
FROM
FRANCE
PRAISE
of
the
exposition commission at Santa
Santa Fe, May 14. The School of
Fe. If you have any suggestions to
American Archaeology today received
make to enhance the attractiveness
a letter from the "Societe des Ameriof the exhibit, make them.
canlstes of Paris, France" praising'
New Mexico is expending $20,000
the scientific publications of the
for a building and fixtures af the exschool, thus far 23 In number, as of
With its .counties and prithe greatest scientific interest and position.
vate donors, it is spending at least
real contributions to the knowledge
$ 30,000 more to make the exhibit noteof prehistoric man. The French so
The exposition managers, the
worthy.
ciety in return is sending its numer- men's and women's auxiliaries
are
ous publications to Santa Fe for the
time and talents freely
their
giving
Arhcaeological school library.
to crown the effort with success. And
they will, both building and the exIRISHMEN TO STORM CAPITAL
hibits will be such that every loyal
New York, May 14 Two train New Mexico will be
proud of them,
leads of representatives of the Irish such as will eclipse the exhibits
societies of Greater New York left of states far more populous and
the city this afternoon to attend the wealthy.
two-dacelebration to be field in
Every county, at least every county
Washington in connection with the that contributes, will have ita own
Karry day at the exposition, which will be
unveiling of the Commodore
monument. The organizations rep
open every day except Sunday during
resented In the pilgrimage include tie
Friendly Sons of St. Patrick the
American Irish Historical Society and
the Knights of Columbus.
20

1915.
The big cities will have theti
day too, but first of all, help select
a date for New Mexico Day and do
,
it without delay.

Your kidneys need helo when your
hands and feet thicken, swell up, and
Hires. Ala. "I must confess", itavs you feel dull and
sluggish. Take Fo
Mrs. Eula Mae Reid, of this place, "thar ley
Pills. They are tonic,
Kidney
woman
ionic, has done me
Laraut, tne
and strengthening and restore
l great dealI of good.
your kidneys to healthy normal action.
Before
commenced using Carduf,
Try them. O. G. Schaefer and Red
would spit up everything 1 ate. 1 had a Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
bred, sleepy feeling all the time, and was
I could hardly drag around,
irregular.
NEW BASEBALL LEAGUE
and would have severe headaches conProvidence, R. I., May 14. The first
tinuously.
Since taking Cardul, I have entirely championship season of the new Colquit spitting up what 1 eat Everything onial baseball league will be started
seems to digest all right, and I have
tomorrow, with Taunton playing la
gained 10 pounds in weighL"
Woonsocket in Fall
If you are a victim of any of the numer- New Bedford,
ous ills so common to your sex, it is River and Brocton in Pawtuckett The
wrong to suffer.
league has planned a season of 100
For half a century, Cardui has been re- games,
closing Labor Day.
lieving just such ills, as is proven by the
thousands of letters, similar to the above,
which pour into our office, year by year.
Whooping Cough
About a year ago my three boya
Cardui Is successful because it is composed of ingredients which act specifically had whooping cough and I found
on the womanly constitution, and helps Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the on
build the weakened organs back to health ly one that would relieve their cough
and strength.
ing and whooping spellB, I continued
Cardui has helped others, and will help this treatment and was surprised to
you, too. Get a bottle today. You find that it cured the disease in a veryshort time," writes Mrs. Archie Dalwon't regret iL Your druggist sells it.
rymple, Crooksvllle, Ohio. For sale
to
Writr : Chattanoofa Mrdlclm Co.. Ladle t' Adby all dealers. Adv.
visory Dept.. Chattanooga, Term., for Special

-

Atlantic City, N. J., May 14. With
Commander-in-Chie- f
Washington Gardner as their guest of honor, 500 Grand
Army veterans of New Jersey assembled here today for the opening of
their annual state encampment. Sons
of Veterans and the several women's
auxiliaries also are holding their an
nual sessions. The gathering will
continue over tomorrow. For the first
time in the history of the state encampments there will be ,no parade.
Owing to the enfeebled condition of
many of the old soldiers it was declded to abandon this customary feature
of the annual reunion.

and other officials of nearly all of the
cities of North Carolina congregated
here today for the annual convention
of the State Municipal association. A
wide variety of muntcapal problems
veiling.
are scheduled for discussion during
the twe days' sessions. Mayor Charles
PREHISTORIC SKULL FOUND
Santa Fe, May 14. The skull of a A. Bland of this city Is the president
prehlBtorlo cliff dweller was brought of the association and Mayor O. P.
today from the Pajarito park to the Shell of Dunn, is the secretary.
School of American Archaeology by
WOMEN SCHOOL DIRECTORS
Charles A Wilson of Moriarty who
:
women
Santa Fe, May 14. Three
had been at work on the Ramon Vigil
grant for Ashley Pond. The skull was were elected school directors in rural
picked op in a deep canyon near a districts in Otero as well as Eddy
Drehistorio settlement of cave, cliffs county last month, according to the
and communal dwellings and was in official report of the organization of
two pieces. In the lower Jaw were the school .boards in both counties
still two teeth, one molar being this month, received by Chief Clerk
ground down considerably, indicating Rupert F. Asplund of the department
that the skull was that of an old man, of education.
although it is much smaller than an
DANIELS SPEAKS AT TOME
ordinary skull of today, with very
low, retreating forehead, abnormally
Port Deposit, Md., May 14. Foun
rounded and with other features which ders' Day at The Tome school was
stamp it as a peculiar and extraordi- celebrated today with an interesting
.
nary typeprogram of exercises. The principal
address of the day was delivered by
FAIR IS INCORPORATED
Secretary of the Navy Daniels, whose
Santa Fe, May 14. Incorporation son is a student at the school.
Tinners were sent up today to the
state corporation commission by the
DIED OF SMALLPOX
Otero County Fair association with
Santa Fe, May 14. Word comes
headquarters at Alamogordo and with to the health authorities that Rev
Cotonel W. R. Eidson, Mayor J. H James Long of the Methodist EpiscoMcRae, Rev. J. D. Hant, Attorney Ed pal church, died at Roswell after a
win C. Mechem and Oliver M. Lee two weeks Illness with smallpox. He
was aged 25 years.
as incorporators and direetora.
-

Office with the San Miguel National Bank

D.

'

preme court today Renehan and
Wright for the appellee and Assistant
Attorney General Ira L. Grlmshaw for
the state argued the cases jof the
state against N. Salmon and" George
W. Armijo, appellees, in which they
are charged with attempt to bribe in
connection with the renewal of the
franchise of the Santa Fe Water and
T.lzht company which expires three
were
years hence. The indictments
quashed In the district court by Judge
E. C Abbott because of insufficiency
and because they charged no statu
tory crime, and the state appealed to
secure a ruling on the legal questions
A dictaphone hid in me
involved.
cellar of the water company office
played an Important part in the original charees.
The case of Jtosetta Cedella Law
executrix, etc., appellant, vs. The New
Railway company,
Mexico Central
was also argued and submitted.

lA.& VEGAS
INTEREST JPAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

CAPITAL STOCK

VALENCIA IS GIVEN

visitor

since until today,

board feet, and the money received rose to nearly $735,000. In
19H, 830,000,000 board feet sold for
more than $2,000,000 and in 1913 more
than 2,000,000,000 feet brought in contracts amounting to $4,500,000. Not
all this money was. received in. any
one eyar, because national forest timber is sold on contracts which range
from one to 25 years, and is paid for
as cut
There is no doubt that the exhibit
of the forest service at San Diego,
especially in the New Mexico building will be the most comlpete, most
beautiful and most Interesting ever
attempted. New Mexico has 11,000,-00- 0
acres of national forest, considerable timber on state lands and millions of acres of timber on private
land grants or railroad grants, and
therefore has a commercial interest
in forestry. In addition, the state's
most beautiful scenery is situated
within the forests and will in time to
come bring thousands of tourists to
the state.

AMERICANS IN NORWAY
Christiana, May 14. Thousands

$13,-000,0-

York City,

SURPLUS
f
1100,000.00

PAID. IN
50.0M.I
.

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

Place, New

17

INDIAN

E. A.
Mossman of Artesla, Eddy county,
has offered to raise 500 troops and
equip them at his own expense for
war in Mexico. He made the proffer
to Governor McDonald.
Captain
Mossman was the first captain of the
Arizona mounted police. lie is a
wealthy cattleman and it was due to
his efforts that the Arizona legislature created the mounted police in
order to make war on cattle thieves
and other outlaws. The governor of
Arizona refused to sign the bill un
less Mossman consented to accept the
command of the mounted police.
Mossman accepted and became a ter
ror to the outlaws. He is now a citizen of New Mexico and has a ranch
near Artesla, but engages In the cat
tle commission business, with his
associates last year having sold
worth of stock.

Battery
MAN CONVICTED OF MURDER
who lived In Santa Fe 30 years ago,
EDDY COUNTY HAS ANMexico
New
not
visited
but has
OTHER CHANCE
at the
was a

000

USE ALLEN'S

MOSSMAN A PATRIOT
May 14. Captain

Santa Fe,

VISITORS AT MUSEUM
Santa Fe, May 14. A. A. Smith of

stag-leade- d

over-matur-

CAPITAL

1

MAY 14, 1914.

THURSDAY,

ORDINANCE

mm w m

m m m m

'

NO. 266

An Ordinance making appropria
tions for the purpose of defraying all
current expenses and liabilities of tha
City of Las Vegas, State of New Mexi
co, for the fiscal year ending on the
thirty-firs- t
day of March, A, D. 1915.
Section 1. That there be and the
same are hereby appropriated for the
purposes of defraying all current expenses and liabilities of the City of Lad
Vegas, State of New Mexico, for the
fiscal year ending on the thirty-firday of March, A, D. 1915, the sums
and amounts hereinafter designated,
and' appropriated! to be respectively
used for the objects and purposes
hereinafter set forth and designated,
st

to-wi-

For the payment of Interest
on the bonded indebtedness of said city...
$
For the payment of lighting
the city
For the payment of water
rents
For the maintenance and improvements of the public
parks and for the malnten- ance of the Carnegie Public Library
For Salaries
$ 900.00
Clerk .

Treasurer

3000.00
2000.00
2000.00

1250.00

100.00

200.00
Attorney
City Physician ... 450.00
1020.00
Marshal
Night Police ..... 900.00
Merchant's Police. 240.00

Jailor
Driver .
For emergency hopita! fund
For miscellaneous
and contingent .

720.00
450.00

4980.00
100.00
2500.00

total for
all purposes ....
$15830.00
shall
This ordinance
Section 2.
take effect and be in full force from
and after its passage and publication
as required by law.
f
Enacted this 13th day of May, A.
A grand

D. 1914.

i

(

Approved:
H. M. SMITH,
Attest:
Mayor.
CHAS. TAMME, Clerk.
.
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Friday and Saturday

and then you'll pay $5.00
for this new electric stove

on sale at half price
Cook In comfort

this summer
a
Buy one
MOW and save half of what
it would cost, you if you bought
It after this special sale!
Come, TODAY and let us show
on

Glo-stov-

you how efficient and conveni-

ent it is how economical
and how cleanly to use.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

t

roun
rack .and all, and that the
cisco,
journey will be accomplished without
causing unusual .anguish among It
Quaker custodians. The nation has
ESTABLISHED 1879
always viewed with a certain degree
of pride the Jealous guardianship of
the old belt by Philadelphia. But at
.
I
publUhea by
times this guardianship has seemed
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
"!.s;
unnecessarily strict The first trip
(Incorporated)
made by the. bell was in 1885, when
It was sent to the World's Industrial
Editor. Cotton
M. PADGETT
exposition t New Orleans. At
that time, Philadelphia wae all but
prostrated with anxiety with fear the
precious "casting would be injured or
that it would never again return to
Entered at the poetottlca at Eaat Its rightful resting place.
Lu Vegia, New Mexico for trass-f'"1-" But after the New Orleans experithrough the United States ence, the bell made five other trips
without accident of any kind. It went
udla a eecond class matter.
to the Columbian expoeltloa In ChiTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION $
cago In 1893; to the Cotton States
Atlanta exposition, Atlanta, in
and
Carrier
Dally, by
$ .06 1895; to the Interstate and West InCer Copy
.15 dian exposition, Charleston, in 1902;
One Week
.65 to the one hundred
and twenty-eight- h
One Monta
7.60
of
battle of
the
Year
One
anniversary
Bunker H1U, Boston, in 1903, and to
Dally, by Mall
16.00 the Louisiana Purchase, exposition,
One Tear (In advance)
3.00 St Louis, in 1904.
On all of these
Six Months (In advance)
7.00 tripe it was carried over somewhat
One Year (In arrears?
3.75 (Circuitous routos in order that as
Six Months (In arrears)
many people as possible might see it
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
On these various trips It was the re
GROWER
cipient of one continuous ovation.
12.00
One Year
serving in its mute way to carry for
1.00
Months
Six
ward its mighty mission begun In
Jiuly, 1776, when it rang out the
; (Cash In Advance for Mall
glorious announcement of the naSubscriptions.)
tion's birth, "proclaiming liberty
Remit by check, draft or money
throughout the land and to all the
rder. If sent otherwise we will not inhabitants thereof."
j
be responsible for loss.
When application was niade recentSpecimen copies free on application.
'
t
ly to remove the bell to San Francisco
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT it was xpected that Philadelphians
would vigorously protest It was proCXPIRATION OF TIME
posed to take the relic upon the longPAID FOR
est trip of Its career and into a t'errl
Advertisers are guaranteed the tory that naturally seemed perilously
standlargest daily and weekly circulation distant from the Philadelphia
newspaBut
the
Philadelphia
New
point.
northern
in
of any newspaper
per have viewed the matter In a genMexico.
erous? spirit The Press voices this
;
.... TELEPHONES
"Philadelphia has
disposition thus:
and guard-2
trustee
Main
Business Office
the honor of being
Main 2 Ian of this valuable relic, but it has
News Department.,.,.
no right to be selfish and exclusive
in a possession which is nothing if
THURSDAY, MAY 14, 1914.
It Is right therenot national. . s
fore, that it shall go to California. It
LIBERTY BELL TO TIIK
has survived many such trips and will
WEST
be in no' greater danger from this
one than before.- To refuse to let it
Philadelphia is becoming more
with the venerable liberty Bell. go would have caused disappointment
It seems practically certain now that and given a bad Impression. To send
the revolutionary relic and insplrer it out on its mission of patriotism will
rf patriotism will be sent to the Panam- show that Philadelphia has a true
a-Pacific
of Its duty to the bell and
exposition at San Fran

fllE
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The Latest Pantalettes Not Like
Grandma's
In the June Woman's Home Companion Grace Margaret Gould, fashion
editor of that periodical, writes an
entitled
klrts Flare Out Behold the Pantalette!" in which she
comments on the pantalette of today
and yesterday and other new French
fashion frivolities. Following is an

ar-til- e

extract:.
"Yes, Grandmamma did wear

pan-

quickly forged ahead into fashionable
favor, says, 'Pantalettes are not only
to be worn but shown.'
v
"But let me tell you that the new
French pantalettes In this uppest-to-dat- e
age are as far removed from the
pantalettes of the remote and romantic days of long ago as champagne"
from cambric tea.
"Grandmamma certainly in her giddiest days would never have recognized these filmy, etherealized crea..'
;
tions.
i
"Hera were of the nrudent and sub
stantial sort, fulfilling to the letter
the now lost mission of clothes to be
a covering, and they were only to be
exposed on the most secluded of
clothes lines.
f 14' tro
"To dOribe tUe pata,le$es that
Premet shows those which belong
to tbeyAring $l?wfo' to 'teli; Quite
-a different storyf'i'-'- '
"The Paris dress openings in their
display of spring and smmer gowns
showed many novelties, but Premet's
costumes brought forth the most
gasps and 0hs!' Such filmy, frilly.
perky, pantalettes, and peeping out
with no suggestion of timidity from
actual hoop skirts!
"Then there were other pantalettes,
direct dscendants of the modern tango garter, created just for the dance
In fact the return of the pantalette
to Paris Is not so much the revival of
an old quaint dance craze. From the
tango garter It Is only a light and airy
step to the tango pantalette and the
next step after and this is a stride
is the mannish troueer to be worn
with the tailored suit
"And right here let ma say that
the new tailored skirt, slit at the
sides, andi worn with trousers of the

t'"

V ''

WE ARE SELLING OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

gust-Pi-v- of
MM

AMr

--

, . ,

This year we have more presents suitable for
the boys than ever before.

And for the girls you can always find some
thing to please them

AT

TAUPERT'S
Have you seen the new Leather Novelties?

Market steady. Bulk
heavy $8.308.32;
packers and butchers
$8.258.35;
lights $8.108.30; pigs $7.758..
Cattle, receipts 1,000. Market steady. Prime fed steers $8.509.10;
dressed beef steers $7.658.50;
ceipts 6,000.

$8.208.32;

west-wethe- rs

ern

steers

southern
cows $4.507.50;
heifers $79; stockera and feeders
$6.508.25; calves $6.5010.50.
Sheep, receipts 4,000. Market strong.
Lambs $6.307;
yearlings $5.75:
; ewes $4.505.50.
$5.
.

$7.258.75;

steers 06.508;

ar

.
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DISCOUNT

OF

iari

Tbe Bargains in the List Below Will Be Given

-

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
'

M

i

10 Yards

ii
10 Yards

i

5et
Any
ShiH We.
&XZ
Store
In the House

SUO

10 Yards Limited to Each Customer

10 Yards Limited to Each Customer

Cent
Discount
,ik:

Of

1- -4

69c

A

I

"

'

Store Open Friday and Saturday Evenings, May

fT

"TH8 STORE 'OF QUALITY'V

IS and 10 Until 9:30.

SEC OUR. SUMMER WASH DRESSES

AT

20 PER GENT

-

v
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APPAREL
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j
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TO BE GOOD,

-

READY-MAD- E

Apron Best Manchester Percale
36' Inches Wide for
GingKam for :''!"WJ

'

NEED NOT BE COSTL Y

95;

Best Amoskeo.g

1

PRESENTS

THE GRACE OF VENUS

I
r

V

z2

-

;?

I

Ik

GRADUATION

..........

I

ii

"

r

Ml I

Latin-America-

talettes and now Granddaughter has
her modern critical eye upon them.
'"Premet of Paris, who has so

'

-
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AS A SPECIAL INDUCEMENT

I

S
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POST-MASTE- R

!

4

'

a strong swing toward The prompt delivery of mail at all
times, both at the office and on the

ready-to-we-

;

i

1914..

Is portrayed in the natural figure lines today Bacharach's are showing a very replete stock of new togs. Party Gowns, Capes, Jacket Suits, Coats, Dresses Itthat
garments
eclipse anything previously shown here. In fact our
.
.
.
.
.
portray the finest lines niade for current fashion. .

m

s

MAY- - ,14

;

t

ll

THURSDAY,

general delivery routes, and the careful handling of all other work of the
office have proved to Las Vegans the
JUDGE E. V. LONG IS
thorough ability of Mr. Bloody
When examinations have been made
GIVEN APPOINTMENT of the local
office, inspectors have
found the establishment up to the
best possible standard, while the em
PRESIDENT SELECTS HIM TO SUC
under the Instruction of Mr.
ployes,
CEED F: O. BLOOD AS
have advanced to a high deBlood,
HERE
of efficiency.
i Washington, May 14. President gree
.
.J...
Wilson today nominated Judge E. V.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Long of East Las Vegas, K. M., to be
New York, May 14. The market
postmaster of that place. Judge Log
closed
strong today. Steady strength
fs in Washington, having come here
dominated
today's dealings from behis
with
visit
time
ehort
a
ago for a
end.
Final prices showed
to
ginning
son, Boa W. Long, chief of the deof 1 to 2 points. Traders who
gains
n
affairs
of
of
partment
the department of state. He is a had been unsuccessfully opposing the
movement bought In their
former chief justice of the supreme upward
in the last hour, and
contracts
short
court of New Mexico and has been
were
in all directions.
extended
gains
prominent in criminal practice since
The last sales were as follows:
he loft tne bench.
73
Amalgamated Copper
105
F. O. Blood, whom Sir. Long will Sugar
96
relieve if he is confirmed, has suc Atchison
165
Reading
of
duties
the
cessfully discharged
92
postmaster in this city for over 12 Southern Pacific
157
Union Pacific
1
Mr.
19
902,
On
years.
February
61
Blood was appointed postmaster by j Untied States Steel
States
United
....109
pfd
Steel,
He
President Roosevelt.
officially
toolq charge of the office on March
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
11, 1902. On April 10, 1913, Mr. Blood
Chicago, May 14. Opinions from a
was reappointed to the office by;a
recess appointment and on November high authority that Hessian fly is no
case every
17, 1903, receivied the regular appoint more prevalent than is the
to
make
the wheat
tended
today
ment The second appointment was. year,
Prices
openfor. the Las Vegas postoffice, which, raarket ease off.
lower, and declinby !' arrangement during the term, ed unchanged to
starting April 10, 1903, was to furnish ed moderately all around before there
mail to the entire town of Las Vegaa was a reactionj The close was nervcent net higher. '''
The first appointment received by Mr. ous, V to
Bearish : cables and fine weather
Blood was for East Las Vegas, there
carried down corn. Larger shipments
being two offices at that time.
In May. 1906, the postoffice was di- from Argentina this week were previded again, one branch being located dicted. Quotations started Y lower
on the West side and the other in and sagged a trifle more, but then beEast Las Vegas at the present loca- gan to recover. The close was strong
to
cent above last nlght.z
tion. Mr. Blood was reappointed
Oats held steady. There were rupostmaster for the East Las Vegas
office May 29, 1906. All these ap- mors that some Canadian shipments
pointments were by President Roose- were being bought back by the sellers.
Packers appeared to have taken
velt
April 12. 1910, Mr. Blood was se- the bull side In provisions. First
lected to succeed himself as postmas- transactions were a shade to 10 cents
ter by President Taft and on July 2, higher, and additional gains followed.
,1912, was reappointed at the time The closing quotations were:
New Mexico became a state." Mr.
Wheat, May
July 86.
Corn, May 68; July 66.
Blood's last appointment expired April
In March of this year Mr.
Oats, July 38; Sept 36.
12, 1914.
Blood sent in his resignation. He will
Pork, July $19.95; Sept $20.02.
Lardi Jujy $10.15; Sept $10.30.
continue in office until his successor
Ribs, July $11.22; Sept $11.50.
qualifies.
During his entire incumbency Mr.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Blood has. conducted the work of the
Kansas City, May 14. Hogs, re
postoffice on a strictly business basis.
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to the country In Its role of custodian same fabric, is
of Liberty Belt"
decency." i. ,
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In All the Good Shades
Best Jersey Silk, S5 Each
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BEN COLES

PERSONALS
'

LfTtlcMastera
commercial visitor
day.
C. C. Covington
in last night for a
Li.

of Denver was a
In' Las Vegas toof SL Louis came
several days' busi-

GETS

APPROVAL OF
COUNCIL

ness visit

H. S. Mason of Pueblo, Colo., came OTHER1 APPOINTEE8 OF MAYOR
SMITH ALSO RECEIVE PROPIn last night for a several days' busER ENDORSEMENT
iness visit.
J. H. Bicker, Jr, of Shoemaker
At an executive session of the city
came in yesterday for a short busicouncil, held1 last night at the close
ness visit
C. B. Cox of the Floreheim Shoe of the regular monthly meeting, all
company of Chicago was a business the apoplntments of Mayor Hi M.
Smith were confirmed by the aldervisitor here today.
''
men. '
a
of
Thomas Walton, proprietor
The
appointees of Mayor Smith are
hotel at Mora, came in last night for
as
follows:
a short business visit
Miss Jeanette RIchley will leave . Ben Coles, marshal,
l
this evening for National City, Calif, .H. W. Clark, city attorney.
Dr. C. C. Gordon, city physician,
where she will remain.
v
Judge D. R, Murray, police magisnear
John Hicks of thie Hicks ranch,
Santa Rosa, came in last night for trate.
Henry Renslng, merchants' police.
a short business visit here.
J. S. Clark, appointed to succeed
Mich.,
L.
of
White
Hamilton,
Roy
arrived in the city last night for a himself as park commissioner.,
Thomas Foster, alderman from the
several days' business visit
Charles Kinkald returned last night Second ward.'
Mr. Foster will fill the vacancy
from Dodge City, Kas., where he has
been on business for tine past month. caused by the,fesignalion of AlderMr. and Mrs. Charles V. Chapin of man Jerry Quinn.
No officer was appointed to succeed
Providence, R. 1 arrived in Las
Patrolman E. C. Ward. He
Night
Vegas last night for a short visit in
will continue to work for the time
this city.
Mrs. Thomas Foster returned last being.
A number of citizens attended the
night from parts of Texas, where she
has been visiting for the past sev-ra- l meeting and were heard by the council. P.. Nlsson was the first to speak
weeks.
Dan Daley, connected with the and brought up a matter concerning
Santa Fe Railway company, came In an irrigation ditch on North Eighth
last night from Albuquerque for a street that runs near the residence
ot M. M. Sundt Mr. Nlsson informed
short business visit here.
Mrs. H. W. Kelly, accompanied by the council that he was of the opinion
her daughter, Miss Helen Kelly, left that this ditch should be condemned,
this afternoon for Denver, where she due to the fact that in rainy seasons
it frequently overflowed and flooded
will visit for some time.
of the street. Due to the fact that the
Mrs. Leroy Scott, mothier-ln-laRoy prentice of this city, came in this point of trouble- is Just outside the
informed the
council
the
rewill
and
limits,
city
from
afternoon
Chicago
c,iti2ens interested that the proper
main here for several months.
J. J. Sterge off the Oshkosh Grass procedure should be decided upon by
,
Matting company of Oshkosh, Wis., the county road board.
J. A. Ross appeared before the
arrived in Las Vegas last night and
will be a business visitor here for council with a petition signed by a
large, number of residents and busithe next few days.
B. G. Miurphey returned this after ness men against the licensing' of
noon from Albuquerque, where he has carnivals or clairvoyants. The petibeen for the past several days attend tion referred to the people traveling
ing the meeting of the state board of with carnivals as thugs and robbers
pharmacy, of which he is a member, and their presence here as against
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Barton left this the peace and dignity ot the city. The
afternoon for their new home in Pu- council Informed those favoring the
eblo, Oolo., where they will remain petition that it would be considered
Mr. Barton was transferred to Pueblo by the proper committee and acted
-.- .
.,.
from" this city as trainmaster for that upon
Attorney George H. Hunker appeardivision.
iDr. Frank H. H. Roberts left this ed next as representative for the Las
afternoon for Clovls, where he will Vegas Motor Car company. Mr.
deliver the commencement address of Hunker informed the council that this
the high school. Later he will go to company wished to purchase the
Portales to deliver the baccalaureate building occupied by the Cooley livery
stable and use It for a garage. Due to
sermon.
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore of Los the fact that a city ordinance forbids
Angeles, who have been, in this city the building or maintaining of a gar
for the past week awaiting repairs for age unless it be of fireproof matertheir automobile, left this morning in ial, Mr. Hunker deemed it advisable
the machine, continuing on their over to bring the matter before the city
council before a deal was closed. The
land trip to Boston.
A number of the members of the council took the matter under advisei
College of Law Glee club of Califor- ment
L. C. Ilfeld appeared before the
nia; which appeared in this city some
time ago, passed through Las Vegas council with the deed for the property
today on their way home from the that is to be given the city by the
east, where they have been giving Charles Ilfeld company. The property
is in the alley in the block bounded
concerts..Conon
Thomas
the west by the Gallinas river, on
Emenaker
and
J.
P,
don returned last night from Las the south by Bridge street, on the
Cruces, where they have been for the east by Twelfth street and on the
past several days. They attended the north by West Columbia avenue. Mr.
state convention of the Knights of Ilfeld asked that the deal be closed.
Columbus at Las Crucea, which was As the old council had taken this
matter up and practically agreed to
held last week.
H. Rl, Dow and R,' W. Dow, brothers it, the new council passed the resoof A. I. Dow, the Santa Fe conductor lution, which provides for deeding 25
now ill in the Santa Fe hospital as a feet on the north side of the alley to
result of injuries received some time the city for the purpose of allowing
ago at Wagon Mound, arrived in Las room for turning wagons In the alley,
Vegas yesterday for an extended stay, and the deeding of the west end of
during the serious condition of their
brother. They reside in Sedalia, Mo.
1

1 TAMPICO

15he
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10,
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25c.

STORE

SPECIAL BARGAINS
the Art Department
1 bunch Silver Beads
15o
1 bunch Gold Beads.)
20c
1 pkg. Gold Spangles
20c
25c
Stamped Hand Bags
Stamped Baby Pillows
Stamped Center Pieces - 25o
25c
Stamped Scarfs
25o
Stamped Pillow Tops
25c
Stamped Towels
25o
Stamped Child Dress
49c
Stamped Night Gowns
60c,
Stamped Pillow Slips
Stamped Combination Suit.60o
Stamped Day Pillow Slips 60c

1914.

Put Your Money in our Bank and we
Will Keep your Accounts Straight

Rebel Line From Coast to Coast
With the fall of Tampico the line
of advance of the constitutionalist
forces toward the south has been
drawn from coast to coast and now
embraces more than half of the republic of Mexico.

.

SPECIAL BARGAINS
$3 for $7.50 Ice Chest
$8 for $16 Refrigerator.
$10 for $15 Victrola,
Have Been in Use

a Short Time Only

Observers here express the opinion
that the taking of Tampico by the
constitutionalists forms one of the
closing scenes of the dictatorship of
General Victortano Huerta.
They
believe that his downfall is a question
of weeks and possibly only of days,
while some are inclined to give the
dictator only a few hours before his
control In the capital ends in possible
riot and bloodshed.
'
Huerta Hemmed In
General Huerta is now hemmed in
by the constitutionalists in the north,
while his most important seaport is
in the hands of American troops, and
American warships are watching both
coasts.
'Of all the important railroads 'in
Mexico, only those running from the
capital of Puerto Mexico, Sallna Crua
and Manzanillo remain completely under federal control' Within 60 miles
of Mexico CltyEffliflano Zapata and
his lawless followers rule "the entire
state of Morelos. '
Further south the brothers' Flgue-roand an army of bandits are run
ning riot through the state of Guerre-

PEOPLES BANK
refugees to a place of greater safety,
in anticipation of the fall
of Mazatlan. However, the
city officials were
landed at Manzanillo, and
thence to the capital. whll proceeded
r..,n
hastened to Sallna Cruz.
It is suggested now that th
boat may have gone to the
latter port
to cover the
landing of military equipment, which rumor has It Is aboard
vessels hovering along the Pacifi
coast). The theory that the Guerrero's
departure from Mazatlan as a refugee
ship was only a blind is stremrtfrnn,
by the fact'that the line from Sallna
Cruz to Mexico City is the onlv rail.
road connecting the national
capital
wifcb the 'coast over
which it would
bei safe to' attempt a
shipment of m.
munition '', :

''HERMIT PEAK"

6

Silk Hair Nets
with or
Withoujt Elastic

25 c

i

'

-

ro.
.
To the west of the capital the Vail- road to Manzanilld is openi but Amer

R.. B.
IS
J

A RECITAL

TO GIVE

TONIGHT

TO HEAR
IS INVITED
NORMAL STUDENT IN CERTIFICATE PERFORMANCE

PUBLIC

This evening at the New Mexico
formal University will occur the
Recital of Miss Ethel Harper
ot the instrumental department Miss
Harper will ba assisted by the Normal orchestra and the Junior quartette. Miss Harper is an accomplished musician and has made excellent
progress in piano during her course
at the Normal The public is cordially invited to the recital, which will
begin at 8 o'clock.
This afternoon at the Normal is
ocoarring the annual recital of the
pupils of the instrumental department,
of which Miss Marguerite Cluxton is
ths head. A large number of friends
of the young musicians were present
at 3 o'clock, the hour set for the cpen-inj-r
number.
cer-tiea-

n

0

Subscribe for The Optra

$ 122,747.00

gZ

goal ana vjoo

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
"Yours .when you're right,
"R. B.

ARTICLE ON MONTEZUMA

BANKS FOR SCHOOLS
New York, May 14. The board of
education of Greater New York has
decided to establish savins banks in
the public schools of the city.

IN SANTA FE MAGAZINE
-

THE CORRECT NAME
S." WRITES THAT "BALDY"
WRONG APPELLATION
FOR THE MOUNTAIN;

STANDING
H. LENOIR 13 THE AUTHO- RHANDSOME ILLUSTRATIONS
ACCOMPANY STORY

In this month's issue of the Santa
Fe magazine, the publication devoted
to the employes of the Santa Fe
'
Railway company, appears ' an inter
esting article accompanied by Beveral
pretty photographs, concerning? r the
transfer of the Montezuma property
north of this city to the Y. M. C. A.
The article was written by Secretary LeNoir of the Y. M. C. A, and
deals with both the traditions of this
famous resort and the present day
possiblities of the place. The article
occupies four pages and Is one of the
most interesting ever .written about
;
ti'8 wonderful resort ;
A number of extra copies ot tne
magazine will Ibe assigned to the Y,
M. C. A. and may be obtained at the
Y. M. C. A. after tomorrow, the day
the magazine is issued. ' Advance conies. Teeelved yesterday, showed the
article splendidly displayed.- - ' - -

OF THE CLUBS

National League
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15
Pittsburgh
9
New York
.'. 9
Brooklyn .
.. 9
Philadelphia
11
Cincinnati
St Louis ............10
Chicago . ... ..I.'.... 9
3
Boston

I

Pet,

4
6

.789
.600
.563
.663
.609
.417
.409
.188

7
7

A citizen signing himself "R
11
b S"
there Is a strong suspicion that he
ican warships dominate the port,
14
the alley to tbe Charles Ilfeld com- while to the east of Mexico City Vera is R. b, Schoonmaker, declares that
13
pany. All parties concerned agreed Cruz Is cut off and with it the whole "Baldy" is not the name of the big
13
to this settlement.
stretch of wild country northward to mountain, in El Porvenir neighborhood, but that the correct name is
Following Mr. Ilfeld's appearance Tampico.
American League
the council took up regular business.
According to the best information "Hermit Peak." Evidently he knows
W. U Pet
Reports were read and referred to the obtainable here General Villa is be what he is talking about and The
17
7
.708
Detroit
proper committees.
sieging San Luis Potosi, If'that city Optic promises never again to call the
8
...
..656
Philadelphia.
,...10
A question was brought up in the has not already fallen Into ihe hands big pile of rocks by the
2
9
wrong title
New York ..........10
council as to who purchases the sup-pil- of the rebels.
though it "still maintains that the
.600
11
Louis
......11
St
for the city. Investigation
General Huerta, therefore,' is fight- mountain is better knowntn some
11
10
.476
Washington . ..'
brought forth the fact that the proper ing with his back to' a wall that of 'people at leastas "Raidv"
The
.440
.
.11 14
'Chicago.
method of purchasing for the city had fers little defense, for rumors are ev- communication is as follows:
8
'.
Boston
Jl .421
been unobserved for the past eight erywhere current that Zapata and pos- "Editor, The Optic,'
14
8
.364
.
Cleveland
"Sir:
years and that practically no system sibly the Figueroa brothers with their
"A news item In your, Issue of last
has been followed during that time. followers will ,combine with .the vicFederal League
It was voted the city clerk be In- torious constitutionalists and carry night has this phrase, 'Hermit Peak,
!
W. L.
"
Pet
better known as
structed; to .give., oxders.jtorall sjij out-aaasaultjijtfexlcpCityrom
Baldy,to which 1
6
.647
.11
....
Baltimore
In
the
other words,
plies purchased.
the south as General Villa drives strenuously" "object as a good "citizen
9
St.
Louis
'....13
,691
council ordered that the city ordi- home his attack from the north, v
of 30 years residence, as a lover of
8
.679
Indianapolis
com'
nance covering the subject be
our picturesque scenery and of the ro
Diplomats ask Protection
10
11
.624
Chicago
plied with.
The federal forces are beihg driven mantic historical associations
per8
7
.467
Brooklyn
'
Petition from Charles panziger was steadily to the south onto the capital taining thereto.
.
TODAY'8 BASEBALL
8
10
.444
Buffalo
read requesting that a drainage tile and- there; the foreign) diplomats already
That noblest scenic feature of our
9
14
.391
Kansas
City
be built in Jront of his residence. This have Remanded that the battle for vicinity, which is always 'better ,!.
7
.35J
13
Pittsburgh, ..
was referred to the street and alloy the possession of the clty"!be fought known"as 'Hermit Peak" was so call-- i
American League' .
committee.
in the open and the capital not be ed by all the native people when I
Chicago at Washington.''
Western League
Present at the meeting were Mayor subject
ceme here, (El Ermitano, in Spanish)
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
to a bombardment
W. L. Pet
Smith, Clerk Tamme and Aldermen
and is named on all the government
St Louis at Boston.
ntierta Admit Defeat
8
14
.636
Denver
B.
N.
H.
B. F. McGuire, P.
Purcell,
Detroit at New York.
General Huerta is reported to have maps 'El Solitario.' Its remote, aloof
8
.600
....12
St
Joseph
Roseberry, Daniel Stern and E. R agreed to this request, but with the and solitary aspect entitles it to the
Des Moines
.....12 10 .545
Russell.
National League
stipulation that he might withdraw name of Hermit among our moun
12
Sioux City
It .622
r
with hla troops within the city's de- tains. But the best reason of all
Brooklyn at Chicago.
.478
..11 12
Lincoln
New York at Pittsburgh.
fenses when defeat which even he why it should ever be Hermit Peak
.433'
13
..10
Topeka
Boston at Cincinnati..
admits is certain overwhelms him in Is that it was the home of that
12
.400
Omaha ,
Louis.
PUBLIC PLAYGROUND
reat
St
Mexico
strange
Philadelphia
character, the
the field. In
City itself,
14 , .391
Wichita
who sought rest to his soul in the
Federal League
volt against General Huerta's rule is
solitude of this lofty summit, where
Buffalo. ,
at
Chicago
BY
CLUB
seething.,
PROPOSED
Kansas City at PitUbiurgh. ;
Henry Springer left last night for
The proaional president is beliew he kept lonely vigil day and night
Springer after having been a visitor
ed to be in constant Sanger of assas- It is the mount of the hermit's memSt Louis at Brooklyn.
in this city for the past week.
Is said to be ory 'Hermit Peak now and forever.
Indianapolis at Baltimore.
WOMEN OF THE CITY BEGIN A sination, while the city
of
outbreak
to
an
time
at
liable
ESTABLISH-MENany
MOVEMENT FOR
'
anarchy. This 19 confirmed by the
OF SUCH A PLACE
arriving
stories of many refugees
here.
date
was
the
feWerday afternoon;
f
The anger displayed against Gen
for the regular meeting of the Wom
re
has
the
citizens
br
eral
Huerta
the
appointed
an's club, but when
his action
time came it was found a quorum was cently been increased by
to fight
the
north
to
in
sending
ladies
not present Despite this, the
General Villa those of the betr
agalnBt
to
'the
reg
enjoy
present proceeded
ter element of the citizens wham--i
ular program.
Shoes.
ioo Dozen
Mrs. E. Veeder- - gave two readings, listed in the army to fight against
Vera Cruz
hTI;
BOTH
low
which were greatly enjoyed, and fol- the American troops after
and
high Shoes
had been occupied No further delowing this an Informal discussion of
of
Hose.
300 Dozen
the book entitled "The Dark Flower" tails were obtainable here today
constij
the
of
the
Tampico
by
reto
taking
be
was conducted, t This book is
,
viewed before the Normal summer tutionalist forces.
Jiust in and this means that we will
Ida-Krschool this year by Mrsr
be in better shape to supply ydu than
In
Mazatlan
Bomb Drops
McFarlane and a number of members
Cali
United
States
at any time since the store, opened.
Ship
On
Board
it
of the Woman's 'clubTU-- Tending-13. (By Wlre- May
Mazatlan,
Added to our previous large stock in
fornia,
enthu
the
to
proper
In order
get
General
these lines, all ideaa of the proper
siasm and to put the movement pn lesst& San Diego, May 14.)
oVftoo'S military aviator,, became ef
foot, a general discussion was brougnt
kind to wear may now be satisfied.
fective today In the battle that has
wants of Mother, Father, Brother,
up in regard to the opening of a
The
Mazabeen waged for many days at
public recreation ground for the chilor
will
Sister
be well taken care of.
and
small,
all
large
the
ttwt
otrdlltfg
tlan.
An aeroplane,
dren and those of the older people of
bombs
are
this
to
As
ad
these
la
draped
press
federal
entrenchments,
being opened up and time will not permit us to give you
going
the city who might care to use it.
FOR SPOT CASH ONLY
accuracy into the
considerable
with
of
details
all
and
kinds
but most eviery one is familiar with the generous savings
the
tonight,
women
inter
prices
the
believed
It is
by
'
dirctly
" "y 1
--.
made at our store at all times and in all lines of merchandise, owing to-- our superior buying power, and
ested that a playground for the pub- - fortifications. They exploded
federal lines, but the exRug In the Store or any Linoleum lis
is decidedly essential to the city. within the
for cash, and selling for cash, that to again state that we can save you from 20 per cent to 25 per cent
was hot reported
casualties
tent
of
' The same
the
applies to all Brass and A number of suggestions were brought
is to-- simply repeat what the majority have verified to their own satisfaction.
in the city.- Iron Beds and Cribs.
ud which will be considered 'at the
The superior quality of Hose tor man, woman or child that we are selling for 12
a pair is now well
"
May Have Duped Americans
next regular meeting of the club.
REMEMBER:
known in this vicinity. Geneva Silk Hose for ladies or men at 25o is also very popular. The fact that
The presence of the Mexican fed48o .for 60a sq. yd. Linoleum..
eral gunboat Guerrero at Salina Craz,
from 60c to l per pair on most of their hose purchcasea . is a matter of great
, we save our cmtonners
TAX NOTICE
B2c for 65c eg, yd. Linoleum.
the Pacific coast terminal of the
satisfaction.
(IE
6c for 70c sq. yd. Linoleum.
On the first day ot May, the second
railroad, which was re64c for 80a sq. yd. Linoleum.
half of the 1913 taxes will become ported to the commander of the Padue. All taxes not paid before June cific fleet today, is a subject df much
I will be subject to a penalty.
ccnlecture.
LasVcas,
YEECER
EUGENIO ROMERO.
When the Guerrero left Mazatlan
County Treasurer.
she had aboard the city official and
JIC. Purine
New Mex.
ELCCK
various other refugees who had found
Finch's Oo'Hen Wedding Rye, aged General Obregon's constitutionalist
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
were too close' for comfort
OPPOSITE THE Y.M. C. A. you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. troops
these
Ostensibly she left to take
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Capital and 8urplus
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A bank check is the way to pay your bills, because then you nave a check on each fcilL It la
easy to
keep your accounts straight when you have your money in the bank, because the bank keep your accounts straight for you and tares you many hours of work and worry, start a bank account with
us, and
you will see the convenience and afterwards, the absolute NECESSITY of having a bank account
DO YOUR BANKING WITH US
We pay four per cent Interest on Time Deposits and
!'
TWO PER CENT ON CHECKING ACCOUNTS
,

(Continued from Page One)
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5c

15c
Baby Chick Fountains
5 lbs. Hoyt's Chick FoodI.25c
250
,;8 lbs. Oyster Shell
box Lice Killer
...25c
5 ll8. Granulated Charcoal 25c
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SALE
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
State of New Mexico, County of Saa
In the District Court SitMiguel.
ting In and for the said County of
San MigueL
3amuel J. Ward,
Plaintiff,

1

T5he

S6e OPTIC

tc-w-

0

-

ROMAN GALLEGOS,
Sheriff San Miguel County, New Mex
ico.
E. V. Long, Attorney for plaintiff:
posorflce address East Las Vegas,
New Mexico.

RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THX BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

No. 7443,

vs.

John F. Gaylor, et al,
Defendants.
In the above entitled action on the
17th day of September, A. D. 1913.
la the above named court, the said
plaintiff recovered judgment against
the aforesaid defendants, for the sum
of $1050.09 (Ten Hundred and Fifty
0
Dollars) and for Eighteen and
($18.65) Dollars additional as costs of
suit, and for accruing Interest and
accruing costs with a decree for the
foreclosure of the mortgage of real estate in the complaint in Bald action
described and heerinafter more fully
set out; and it was further adjudged
and decreed by the court on such
foreclosure that the plaintiff should
have a sale of said land by execution
on said decree to make
the said
judgment, principal and interest and
costs; and it was further decreed by
said court that the defendants in said
action be foreclosed of all right, title,
interest and claim in and to the said
real estate and thereafter execution
was duly issued on said judgment
and decree and placed In the hands
of the undersigned sheriff of said
county of San Miguel, requiring him
to satisfy the said Judgment and decree by sale of the said real estate
as hereinafter described.
Notice is
therefore hereby given that the said
real estate has been by me levied
upon under the said execution and
that at the east front door of the court
house in the Town of Las Vegas, said
County of San Miguel, for the purpose hereinbefore mentioned I will on
May 29th, A. D. 1914, at the hour of
eleven o'clock in the torenoon of said
day, offer for sale and sell, at public
vendue, to the highest and best bidder for cash, in accordance with the
Jdugment and decree In the said
cause rendered, the folowing describ
ed real estate, situate in the County
of San Miguel, State of New Mexico,
or so much thereof as may be necessary to make said Judgment, interest,
costs, and accruing Interest and ac
The Northeast
cruing costs, it:
Quarter of Section Twenty (20) in
Township Fifteen (15), North Range
Nineteen (19) East of New Mexico
Principal Meridian, containing one
hundred and sixty (160) acres, more
or less. Interest accruing on said
Judgment to day of sale is Forty-fou-r
and
Dollars ($44.60), the prin
cipal of said Judgment is Ten Hun
dred and Fifty Dollars, total amount
to be realized is Ten Hundred Ninetyfour and 0
($1094.60) Dollars, together with costs and accruing costs
which costs to this date are $19.90.
Dated this April 21st, A. D. 1914.

LOBBY

'

CHAPMAN

II

COLUMN
RATES

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

FOR

ADVER-

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
M
102 Meets avery Monday nigkt B
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Donglaa avenaa
in 8 o'clock, halting members axa aaa
third Thursday
ara month. Vlaltlng dlally welcome. J. C. Werta, Praf
b.xrthers cordially In dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; fl,
H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer. '
vited, (iuy M. Cary, W.

Petten, Secretary,
LAS

NO.

Meets first and third Vie
day evenings each month at Weoe-mehall. Visiting brothers cordial
ly Invited to attend. C. N. Doufla
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretar)

F. O. E.

t

VEQAS COMMANDERY,
Five cents ptr line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
d
Ji slar conclave
No ad to occupy leia apaca than two
day In each hmU at la-linea
All advertltemente
charged
aonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr, H.
will be booked at apaca actually aat
M. Smith, E. C; Chaa, Tamme, Re
without regard to number of word a.
corder.
Cash In advlnca preferred.
"

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convocation first' Monday in
month at Masonic
;
Temple at 7:30 . m. p.

;'

A.

VFRlt

II....

"i

No.

1....

t.

No.
No.

.

o.

- ...
NU.

I nr-

Meets every Mond 'vuvl
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAfN ft,
their hall on Sixth afroa An
vimuug
brethren cordiallv invito
M
SIUHMI.
.
T T7. nA .
- ..oucunune.
n. u.; a.
Rogers,
,
U.: 1. Jtt. ElWOOd.
wr
. rvtLTI
,
Werts, Treasurer: ft v rr, j
FOR SALE Rhode Island Red Eggs romAtAta
for setting at 50o per setting of 13
The balance of the season. H. M, B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second nn
913
Lincoln
avenue.
iMortnrup,
rourtn Tuesday evening of eari.
Phone Main 29 or 275.
month Elks" home on Ninth
tKt
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
FOR SALE Hopf violin, a bargain; are
cordially invited. Wm. H. Springlarge wardrobe, dresser, gasoline er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Call after Secretary.
stove, other furniture.
6 p. m. at 810 Douglas avenue.
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR,
FOH SALE One small safe, cheap.
ITT. COUNCIL No. 2390MBnt In
O. R.
Apply I. & A. Corporation.
hall, Douglas avenue, on the
nrst ana third Tuesdays of
BABY CHICKS Rhode Island Reds month at 8 p. m.
Visiting Knightsi and
and Barred Rocks 10c. Safe deliv- uaaies always welcome. O.
L Freeery guaranteed. Mrs. George Tudor, man, President: Miss Cora Monfa
Osage City, Kansas.
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
ueputy, 908 Jackson avenua- - 7. w
100 BUFF ROCK baby chicks, $12.00. Montague
Asslstam Deputy, 1011
Money must accompany' order. Will aixtn street, East Laa
Vegas, N. M.
treat you right. Mrs. Maggie E.
Stevens, Humboldt, Kan.
L. O. O. MOOSE Meet!
second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O.
hall. Visiting
brothera cordially invited. Howard T
Daria, Dictator; p. A, Linn BecreUry.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished light J. E.
R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 541
housekeeping rooms. Inquire of
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every Urat Tuea
Mrs. Craven, Bacharach's store.
day of the month in the vestry rooms
uf
FOR RENT One room furnished m. Temple Monteflore at t o'clock 9
brothers are cordially in
house; $5 month, phone Main 351, vlted.Visiting
Isaac Appel, President; Chirle
FOR RENT Furnished room, strict Greenclay, Secretary.
I.

For Sale

1

4. ...11:54 p. m

No.
No.
No.

Brlnegar, H. P.;

I. O. O. F. LAS

I....

Na

lood. Secretary.

Ram.

East Bound
Arrive
7:20 p. m

8....

2:25 a. m
1:35 p. m.....
West Bound

Arrive
1:10 p. m

I....

No.'

Depart
7:45 a. m
11:61 B. a.
2:39 a.
3:01 . m

Detail
1:3S 9.

6:35 a. m
6:4t a.
4:20 p. m
4:31 a.
1:35 p. m..... 7:01 9.

7....

r.

For YOU!

1
1

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

y

-i-

a

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It

a

'

giving you
present for do-

ing something
you 'd do any
way when you
learn how Much

For Rent

ly modern. No heallhseekers. Apply
T., Optic.

f you use

BetfcrEMPRESS

i

FLOUR really

13

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

0

MODERN WOODMEN

OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
FOR RENT Suite of rooms In mod- Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ol
ern home, also single room; cannot
rent to consumptives. 1C34 Eighth each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
street. Phone Main 608.
Mnntague, Local Deputy.
Ylsltlni
members are especially weleoae and
cordially Invited.

able to carry out any obligations made

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

in

SONS'AAA
STANDARD
S ILVER

PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH.

Wanted

1REY

(STER-

LING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, CO
NO. 804. Meets second and
toarth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,
UN-CI- L

EMPRESS
can be

desires proposition from reliable Pioneer building. Visiting members
tained in this city from
are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne,
concern.
Competent bookkeeper
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
1
'
and office man with twelve years G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh rriirn Is taVpn In tor.
mercantile experience. Can furnish
nally. actlne direri.lv nnon t.h vlrwl
-gilt edge references. Business. Care
and mUCOUS StirfnnAa of tha avotom
Daily Optic.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
tt par 1N 1Mb
2,000 Iba., or Mora, Each Dal vary
per Dottle. Sold bv all Druggists.
.25o
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- WANTED Experienced cook. Apply
1,000 Iba to 2,000 Iba, Each Delivery
par 1N la.
pation. Adv.
200 Iba to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery .......
1053 Eighth street
per 1N Iba.
60 lbs, to 206 Iba, Each Delivery
par 1N IMk
1M '
V
WANTED
ATTOKNEY8
Reliable girl for general
Less than 6t Iba, Each Delivery ..
housework. 725 Sixth street

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

.... ...

.SS0

....;..... w4o

..,.

Chamberlain's Liniment
Attorneya-at-LaThis preparation is intended espe
Las Veiraa.
New Mexle cially for rheumatism,
lame back,
sprains and like ailments. It Is a fa
vorite with people who are well ac
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
quainted with its splendid qualities,
Osteopath Physician
Mrs. Charles Tanner, Wabash, Ind,
Office Crockett Building
says of it "I have found Chamber1 to 5 p. m. lain's Liniment the best thing
Office Hours 9 to 12 a.
for
lame back and sprains I have ever
Residence Phone Main 384
used.. It works like a charm and re
Uevea pain and soreneps. It has been
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
used by others of my family as well
as myself for upwards of twenty
Dentist
Dental work of any description at
years." 25 and 50 cent bottles. For
sales by all dealers. Adv.
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 413 Moat Children' Dlseasea Start With
a Cold
East Las Yegaa. New Mexico
Restlessness, feverish ness, an inflam
ed til oat and spasmodic cough maybe
whooping cough is starting in. Give
Profeslonal Health culture for Ladlea Foley's Honey and Tar
promptly. It
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
helps the children so very much, aad
General Massage. Hair and Scalp Mrs. Shipps, Raymondsville, Mo., says:
I got fine results from it and it is a
Treatment Facial Massage, Mani-- . great
medicine for whooping cough."
cure, Chiropody.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
'
Store. Adv.
8team Laundry Building
Phone Veens 128
Office Honrs: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

CO

Tears Practical Experience.
E. A. JONES
W. VY. BOWERS.
13
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AGUA PURA COMPANY

A HUNKER

George A. Hun iter. Chester A. Hankat

JONES-BOWER-

m

A

How'a This
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and WANTED
Thorough young business
believe him nerfentlv honnra.hlo n all
man desiring to locate permanent
business transactions and Mnnnoiaiiv
ly in this section of the country

HUNKER

-
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LAS VEGAS

DAILY OPTIC THURSDAY,

MAY

H

1914.

FOR

TIE

OPTIC

I

And get "The Last Word in Household Effici ncy if
a Williams Electric Iron. It will last a lifetime, and will do the work faster,
better and with less effort on the part of the operator than any other.
Ironing day becomes a pleasure. NO HORE WRINKLES in
the little wife's brow when you come home for lunch.

Just Sunshine
I

o
ira

0
1L
C--

:'P

Pay $7 80 in advance for one
year's subscription. It is exactly the
same price you are paying by the week or
month, and get this excellent HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY, and save your wife many weary hours of tiresome work
.
.
.
.
.
.
. ...
in a hot stuffy kitchen,

o It Now Before You Fore: et
Vf
ALL THE NEWS

D

wu

L

T

I

t

f
LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

EIGHT

D

The Vegas Theatre

Photoplay
A Pack of Cards
Lubln 2 reel Feature.

Setting the Style
Vitagraph, featuring
Bunny and Josie Sadler.

John

"

Books for commencement gifts, at
.
Murphey's Drug Store. Ah v.
The Bachelors have no objection
to widowers. Adv.
Sliver Bags for commencement
gifts at Murphey's jDrus Store. Adv.

For Sandwitches use OLIVE RELISH
20c and 35c Glass Dottles

Light ( automobile lamps, at 7:25
o'clock this evening.

STEARINS" STORE

BARGAINS
IN

Second Hand Cars.

With the Warm

LOCAL NEWS

Oscai Sauce
35c Per Jar
Try It

directors for his interest In the school
and the community.
Will Protect Merchants
The directors voted that all mer
chants of the city be asked to refer
all persons who wish to sell them ad
vertising matter or induce them to
spend their money on various town or
store boosting schemes to the officers
of the club. In this way the mer"THE PERILS OF PAULINE"
will be protected. When a so
chants
This Is the second installment
licitor enters their stores they can
'
of this eensational picture.
tell him to see the Commercial chib
officials and if the latter endorse the
plan, the merchants will consider it
This plan has been worked out In
many cities and has been found advantageous. It does not include the
solicitations of churches and charitable organizations.
Many Inquiries Received
Secretary Leo Tipton reported that
he had received and answered about
40 Inquiries
Laa Vegas
regarding
since the last regular meeting of the
directors. This shows that the ad
vertising campaign is attracting at
Get your order in early for
tention to Laa Vegas.. He reported
goods that you .will meed to
that he had been asked to write an
prepare these dainty meals.
article for the Motor Field Magazine,
and that; he was preparing the copy
At our store the best of evfor dispatch, to the publication within
can
be
In
line
this
erything "
the next few daysu .
Cards for the Members
Fresh Potato Flakes, Beech-Nu- t
The directors decided to have cards
Baked Beans, Heina sEaked
bearing the words ; "Member of .the
Commercial cjub and Boosters foBeans, r Underwood r Deviled
Las Vegas." or some suitable legent j
Iam, Fancy French Sardines
Libby's Dried Beef or anything
priBted and .given to the members?
be asked to display them
... . .
you need.
Vhi'are'fo
-r '.
-"- y,: .,;
y in ;ipr'6minenl! places In ' their stores
and oftitfea. . It is believed this plan
wow
,v owai
"
will show visitors In the city that
at.': our
free
(, .Fly: .Swatters
'
Las Vegas is a live place.' V.
stor.,!Be.jj8n.'igfi on.:i
Wilbur'Stjavte, Charles W. "GT"vVard;
William H. Stapp. W. G. Humphries
and David Flint were' elected4 toinem- bershlp. The Las Vegas Motor Car
'.' Grocer and Baker
.
company, Hoffman & Graubarth and
Jofon' H: York were announced as hav
ing' made contributions to the advertising fund, while Margarlto Romero
Mrs. Joefphr Eitedge t aseisting a
made a donation of a lump sum.
the Center Block pharmacy during
Present at th meeting were Presl1
the absence of Frank Delgado, who is dent
W., P. Southard, Vice President
in Albuquerque on business.
F. O. Blood, Secretary Leo Tipton and
Directors M. M. Padgett, David J.
The Royal Neighbors of America
Leahy. Clarence Iden, Arthur Ilfeld,
will meet tomorrow evening at
Charles Greenclay, N. O. Hermann
o'clock in the Woodmen of the World and
Stephen Powers.
hall on Sixth street. All members are
Invited to be present

TONIGHT

SPLENDID RELISH

A

MAY 14, 1914.

Liggett'a Chocolates for the Sweet
Girl Graduate at Murphey's ' Drag
Store. Adv.
,.
..,.;..

Days Comes the
Season of

LUNCHES

jjr

1914 Model Ford Touring

Car

1914 Model Ford Touring

Car.

5l914

Model

Fbed Touring

30, 1911

$50
450

Car.'...

Vieie Touring!
j 30 horse power
Marion Bob 'Cat Roadster
Chalmers

,

ar

;

$400

:

$350

;

i

model.

$500

,.....,....$400

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
.?'

FORMERLY

par-chase- d.

LAS 'VEGAS

FORD

'

.'

SALES

'

COMPANY

--

Old Taylor whiskey

ana ..Sherwood

iiye ai tne .upera tiar.;

Adv.

.tainok -

WHAT IS IT?
It is the highest grade of
that can be produced

short-enin-

Martin.--Adv-

..

man
Iot ocavier nri
w--

g

a

iir

but lighter are the bread,

c

ft

cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
more as no other la fully
equal to It Order a sack to

i

day.

73Ae

j

A

''!'

).i

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Jefferson Reynolds, President.
&B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Reynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Casniw.,
Hallet Raynokts. Cashier.

mai riy

'

Parisian Ivory Novelties for commencement gifts at Muhphey's Drug
Store. Adv.

ASK YOUR GROCER
.

i

Boots and stipes, made to order,
cripples, fitted perfectly. Repairing.
I hate
jny ;, shop. at'62V
Sixth iireetfnd r.lnvHeLU,:mx
customers, as wejl asew. to calL Joe

I

d

mT

w

v

Initial box paper . for commenoe- ment gifts at Murphey's Drug Store.

SIVMIH

r

-

m-

The regular
meeting
of Las Vegas lodge No. 954 of the
Loyal Order of Moose will be held
this evening at 8 o'clock in Woodmen
hall.
semi-monthl- y

i

John'HYork

.

;

OF LAS VGAS, N. M.

1
1

Capital, $100.000;:Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

IrVJevery
-

department

of

Banking we

axe prepared to give th

i

best of' service

Adv.

ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGN

IS GETTING RESULTS

The Las Vegas. council of the
Ighta of Columbus will, meet In COMMERCIAL
CLUB . DIRECTORS
guar session .thje, vanljig-.rft-i
PLEASED
WITH
RESPONSE
"
o'clock) In the O. R. C. hall. All mem
TO BOOSTING PROGRAM
bers and viBitlng brothers are invited
to be present
r The joint campaign of the Com
mercial club and the Normal UniverThe return rush of travelers who sity for the advertisement of the lattook advantage of the low rates in ter institution's summer school
n
effect a short time ago to California
is bringing unexpectedfjr good re-Is now t itaJe?t with the Santa Fe
suits, Dr. Frank H. Hi. Roberts, presiRailway company. Last night's train dent of the Normal, reported to' the
Ino. 2 carried an unusually heavy pas directors of the 'Commercial club at
senger list while train No. 4 was run their regular ". montUy session last
in two sections to accommodate an nigh 4hat the bull&insi sent out
by
extra heavy first class business.
hima short time ago have brought

Interest Pzld on

Tlmo Dcpomlts

over

At

lz Boss of tlie Ifist ol EveryiMng Eatable

French StreJncd Honey
Just Received
TOE GRAAPfir IIAYYARD GO.STORE

Business on the New Mexico divisthe Santa Fe railway has increased materially during the past
two weeks as a result of the heavy
stock traffic. While this is not ex
pected to continue for any length of
timew reports from Kansas, Missouri,
Colorado and Oklahoma are encouraging for heavy crops this year. New
Mexico will be in line for big returns
In this line, and for this reason the
officials of the Santa Fe are of the
opinion that the summer and fall will
show a decided increase of freight
business, which has been limited during the entire winter.
ion of

'!;

Their Dollars Go
Further Here

300

'fnquirles.tharygreater

por-

tion of which ire 'from without the
state. ,He declared . that 90 reservations of rooms already have been
made by students who will attend the
summer school, and that indications
are the enrollment will reach a high
figure. Dr. Roberts declared that at
least 175 students from the section
south of Albuquerque will come here,
and there is every reason to believe
the enrollment will go as high as 300.
Dr. Roberts attributes this interest
in the school largely to the bulletins,
which were paid for jointly by the
Normal and the Commercial club. He
was given a vote of thanks by the
:

Start a savings account with
the dollars. You can save
on furniture bought of us.

BREAKFAST IN HONOR
OF FELIX MARTINFZ
BUSINESS MEN ARRANGE INFOR
MAL AFFAIR
FOR FORMER
LAS VEGAS MAN
Bxisinees men of Las Vegas will
give a breakfast at the Castaneda ho
tel on the morning of May 26 or 27
in honor of Felix Martinez of El Paso,
who Is to deliver the commencement.
address, to the graduates of the New
Mexico Normal
University. At a
meeting of business men this morning
at the San Miguel bank the following
committee was( selected to make the
plans for the breakfast: Dr. J. M.
Cunningham, chairman; Dr. Frank H.
H. Roberts, secretary; William G.
Haydon, Dr. F. E. Olney, Colonel M.
M. Padgett W. P. Southard, Mayor H.
M. Smith, Lieutenant Governor E. C.
de Baca, and Margarlto Romero.
Dr. Roberts will communicate with
Mr. Martinez and ascertain from him
whether he prefers to have the break
fast occur on the morning following
the commencement or on that perced- lng It He requests all persons wish
ing to attend to inform him at his
office at the Normal. Dr. Roberts will
be out of town until Tuesday, but re
servations can be left with his secre
tary.:.-

-

:

u

a'---

The breakfast' will be entirely' In
formal. Each person attending will
pay the regular hotel rate. Mr. Mar- inez, a former citizen of Las Vegas,
laif many " friends here, and it was
Iftdtaght' lhey would like an oppbrtun- dty,''(c! 'greet him at an informal af
fair. '

,

ses-gio-

t

I

.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Why So Many People
Trade at Our Store

,

Company II will meet tonight and
Saturday night for record target pracThe 101 ranch wild west-fihopic;
tice at the armory. All members are
tures at the Mutual theater last night
to
the
attend
practices,
requested
were so excitihg and so heartily en
which will begin at 7:30 o'clock.
Joyed by those! witnessing them that
cards for the management secured them for
Initial correspondence
commencement gifts at Murphey's another presentation this evening.
Some of the stunts done by the rid
Drug Store. Adv.
ers, ropers and shooters are marve'svAlexander Fresquer, was arrested lous,
on
C.
Ward
E.
last night by Officer
Reports from Mora and Santa Rosa
the chargia of drunkenness and diswere to the effect that rain was
today
was
fined $5
order. This morning he
This indicates that the down
falling.
the
in
D.
R.
police
Murray
by Judge
pour la general all over northern
court
New Mexico. It will do a great deal
Send a nice box of Liggett's Candy of good. On account of the lack of
to the cold temperatures accompanying the
with your congratulations
rain, the young lambs will not be sub
Sweet Girl Graduate. Adv.
jected to danger. The pastures are
The rain which began about 11 declared to be in the best possible
o'clock last night has brought smiles condition.
to the farmers and ranchers. Pros
MR. HAYWARD'S GIFT
have seldom J
pects for agriculture
Thomas W. Hayward today pre
been brighter, while the sheep men
sented1 to the Normal TJinlviersity a
predict an unusually good year.
static machine, the addition of which
A fancy box of Liggett' s chocolates to the physics department places the
will be appreciated by Sweet Girl Institution in the lead over any other
school in the state, in so far as equip
Graduates.Adv.
''
ment Is concerned, ; '
This machine is valued .at $500 and
Word has been received from Roch
ester, Minn., by friends of Jars. j. e. will be used extensively ; In the
Cooeland to the effect that she is physics department for experiments1.
nov Berioualy 111 at, that place, follow- The machine was formerly owned by
ing an operation,, performed recently. Dr. F. T. B.. Fest, but recently came
Mr. and Mrs. CPpeUind left Las Vegas into the possession bf Mr. Haywardi
some time
t,v

Fancy writing paper Jor. commence
ment gifts at Miurphey's Drug' Store.

1

GET TICKETS TOMORROW
Tickets for the TValter Lindberg
recital at the Y. M. C. A. can be se
cured at that iri&tltution tomorrow
morning. The admission Is free, but
by ticket. There will be a silver offering taken.
. Following are some of the kind
words said for Mr. Lindberg:
''."It would be difficult for me to ex
aggerate my appreciation of Mr. Lind
berg. He Is a choice character and
a solist with a voice of remarkable
compass, great volume and wonderful
'

flexibility."-Anothe-

r

says: "Miv Lindberg is
true artist who astonishes by the
range and flexibility of his voice, who
loves his songs and makes them speak
to the hearts of his hearers."
HARVEY'S 13 OPEN
34th season of this famous moun

tain resort Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
'
Friday; charge, including passage
both ways $10. Special rates for long
er time. Address East Las Vegas
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

C. Johsen & Sorv
J. "Complete
Home Furnishers",)

m

TIRES

A,

TUBES

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

need-

,

Ullwoskeatourseop

guaranteed fc3 its perfectness

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Distilled Water
h
:se!G
:
E-;':'f'-

i

:;'.::

v
f
.... 50c per cwt.

:

PRICES

Less than 100 pounds,
;
100 to 200 pounds, Inclusive. 40c per cwt.
Over 200 to.1000 pounds , . . 30c per cwt.
20c per cwt.
: . .
Ton lots. . . ;
V

......

CRYSTAL ICE & CREAMERY CO.
Phone 227 Main
ASK ABOUT OUR COUPON BOOKS

